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AWARDS DINNER

Mother Of 15 Honored
At Delta's Breakfast
a.

Courier President
To Speak

Mrs. Willie L. Yates, 1604 graved plaque by Mrs. Mose
Brookins, was the recipient of Yvonne Hooks, chairman of the
the Mother of the Year Award Mother of the Year Committee,
for 1967 from Delta Sigma who also pinned on her a white
Theta sorority during its 15th orchid corsage, as tears of
Annual presentation of Break- happiness rolled down her
fast for Milady at Hotel Chisca cheeks.
Plaza on Saturday. April 29. Two of her family were unWidow of the late Willie able to be present: Rev. LawDukes Yates who died in 1954, son Yates of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mrs, Yates is the youthful who sent one doze a American
looking mother of 15 children. Beauty roses;
and
James
There are also 36 crandchildren. Robert Yates, San Diego, Calif.
Sincere surprise and disbelief who sent carnation:- A brother,
registered on her face as she Rev. L. H. Mhoon of St. Paul,
realized that the speaker was Minnesota, sent a telegram.
referring to her own family. All of her children presented
Mrs. Yates has been attending her with a check for $175.00.
the Delta Breakfasts regularly Daughters present were: Mrs
for years. This year however, Morgan Murrell, Mrs. Thelma
she had come to witness the Jean Matthews; Mrs. Margaret
presentation to a member of Black, a registered nurse, Kenher family, and so it did not nedy VA hospital; Mrs. Emma
seem strange to her that all Jean Booke r, receptionist,
of her children wanted to at- Tennessee Employment Bureau
Mrs. Juanita Barber, secretary
tend this year.
Through the years she has Memphis Defense Depot; Mrs.
maintained an active interest airline Collins, stenographer,
church and community af- Memphis Welfare Department,
fairs, while rearing a family and Mrs. Audrey Trotte r,
that would be a credit to any Teacher, Memphis City Schools
parent. She is a member of St. Her sons are Willie D. Yates,
John Baptist church, Chelsea Jr. Postal employee; Thomas
and Brookins, where she sings Yates, Nursing student and
with the Senior Choir; is secre- United Cab Co. employee;
tary of the Burning Bush Club; Alphonso Yates, teacher, Capleand is a member of the Pastor's ville; Leonard Yates, Teacher,
Aid Society. She also works Wayne, Ark; Sherman Yates.
with the PTA at Douglass a student, Memphis State UniElementary School.
versity; and Eddie Yates, stuShe was presented an en- dent, Arkansas A & M. college.

Mr. John H. Sengstacke, edi- newspaper.
tor and president of the New
As president of Sengstacke
Pittsburgh Courier, will be the Publications, which includes the
principal speaker at this news- Chicago Daily Defender and aspaper's first Annual Distin- sociated newspapers, in addition to the New Courier, he is
the largest single publisher in
the Negro press field.
In 1940, he founded the National Newspaper Publishers
Association and has served as
its president four terms, He became president of the Robert S.
Abbott Publishing Co. the same
year following the death of his
uncle, Mr. Robert S. Abbott.

Mr. Sengstacke has a broad
and varied background of business, civic and government participation. He served as a member of President Kenned y's
new Advisory Committee on
Equal Opportunity in the
Armed Forces and he was secDELTA'S "MOTHER OF THE YEAR" - Mrs. Willie L.
ter, Mrs Thelma Matthews, Mrs Arlene Collins and Mrs.
retary of President Truman's
Committee on Equality of
Yates, second from left, was honored as the "Mother of the
Emogene Booker. On second row, same order, are Mrs.
Treatment and Opportunity in
Year" during Delta Sigma Theta Sorority's "Breakfast For
Eenectine Munch, Mrs. Juanita Barber and Eddie C. Yates.
the Armed Forces. In 1952 he
Milady" a bouquet of roses from Mrs. Mose Yvonne Hooks,
On top row, from left, are Alphonso Yates, Thomas Yates,
JOHN H. SENGSTACIEN
w a s appointed by President
chairman of the "Mother of the Year" committee, as 13 of
Lenard Yates, Willie Duke Yates and Sherman L. Yates.
Truman to the board of direcher 15 children look on. On front row, from left, are, Mrs.
Not present were Rev. Lawson Yates, St. Louis, Mo., and
guished Public Service Awards tors of the Virgin Islands CorDinner, Monday May B.
Hooks. Mrs. ates, Mrs. Magaret Black, Mrs. Audrey TrotJames R. Yates, San Diego, Calif. (McChriston Photo)
poration and President Johnson
The star-studded affair is named Mr. Sengstacke as a
scheduled for 7 o'clock in the member of the U. S. Assay
ballroom of the Pittsburgh Hil- Commission as well as the
ton. The informal dinner is board of governors of the
U.S.O.
open to the general public.
At the time public recogni- Among many business affilition will be given the ten recip- ations, he is a member of the
James I. Taylor, a real es- Mr. Taylor said that he supients of the New Courier's ho ards of the Cosmopolitan
tate broker with offices at ported the new program of Opponents of the proposal to for the large families seeking choice for awards for communi- Chamber of Commerce, the IlliLeMoyne's c o mmencement program will be held at 5:30
nois Federal Savings and Loan
492 E. McL,emore, has an- progress for Memphis govern- buy some existing apartments public housing.
ty service.
speaker, Monday, May 29, will p.m. on campus in front of nounced his intentions of be- ment, because it gives all at Seven Oaks and Seventh
Association Golden State Muthe
said
that
Mrs.
Smith
be Atty. George W. Grider, for- Brownlee Hall.
The presentations will be in tual Life Insurance Co., and
a candidate for coun- -the eligible and qualified Haven for public housing by NAACP was also against the
Mr. Gilder is now residing in coming
mer U.S. Congressman from
cilman-at-large in the city elec- citizens, both rich and poor, the Memphis Housing Authori- buying of the apartment units the form of beautifully en- president, Amalgamated
Tennessee's 9th District. The Niagara Falls, N.Y. where he
an opportunity to participate ty appeared before a Citizens because it would "perpetuate graved silver bowls for each Publishers, Inc.
tion
to be held this fall.
is vice president, secretary and
honoree along with a special cilifelong Mephian, he en- and contribute something to Advisory Committee on Mon- the Negro ghetto."
A
general counsel for the CarSome of his civic affiliations
tered local politics some three their city government in the day afternoon, and said it Orelle Ledbetter, associate di tation.
borund u m Co.
include
the Board of trustees,
racial
dis"perpetuate
would
various districts and communiyears ago.
rector of MHA, appeared be
A "Friends of Glider" comMr. Sengstacke, who acquired Hampton Institute, his alma
crimination."
ties.
mittee at LeMoyne will present
Among those appearing at fore the Committee, and when the intangible assests of the mater; Chicago Council, Boy
He said that he will camhim with a plaque during the
the hearing, with 0. W. Pickett questioned by Mr. Picket t, Courier last Ostober, is expect- Scouts of America; United Nepaign on an eight-point platcommencement ceremonies.
and Rev. C. 0. Baysinger serv- chairman of Minority Group ed to outline some of his aspira- gro College Fund, and a number
form, and he is for the conMr. Gilder has long been a
ing as chairmen, included Mrs. Housing, explained that MHA tions and programs for the of others.
tinued growth and progress of
friend of LeMoyne and has
Cornelia Crenshaw, a former had already paid for the apMemphis, labor and industry
despite
made several substantial gifts
MHA employee, and Mrs. Max- praisal of the units,
for all of the citizens, regardhad not
to the college.
ine A. Smith, executive sec- the fact that they
iess of race, creed, color, nabuy the
About 90 seniors will be in
retary of the Memphis branch made a decision to
tional origin or religion.
units.
320
the procession, according to the
of the NAACP.
college registrar, Mrs. MargaA veteran of World War II, Also appearing were some
At present, it is estimated
ret Bush McWiliams.
Mr. Taylor is a graduate of of the present occupants of that 88 per cent of the famiLeMoyne's traditional baccaLeMoyne college and attended if:: apartments in the proposed lies now living in the apartlaureate service will be recourses in real estate at the purchase.
ments would be eligible for Festivity wit-h a "bang" is royalty are: Allen Turner a
the way of life in Memphis this pupil at George Avenue School,
placed Sunday, May 28, by a
University of Tennessee.
Mrs. Crenshaw said that the public housing, and that the
week as the twin celebrations, and Evere Lee Preseley, endedicatory program. The newly
He is a member of the Mt. acquisition of the property in 12 per cent gained through the Memphis Cotton-Makers
Ju- rolled at Kansas School.
completed Hanson Memorial
be
a
good
would
not
purchase
Negroes
inhabited
by
an
area
Zion AME church, the Shelby
bilee
and
the
Cotton
Carnival,
Tuesday night at 7:30 the
Student Center will be dedicated
County Democratic club, the would perpetuate racial dis- investment.
get into full swing.
crowning of the king and
at this time.
local chapter of the NAACP crimination in public housing, Mr. Pickett told the MI-IA
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
that it would be a poor inve it- official that the city should be The crowning of juvenile and queen of the Royal Serenadand a Mason.
ers, a Jubilee Juvenile group,
of LeMoyne, said the dedicaMr. Taylor was a teacher ment of the taxpayers' money, planning housing some 25 years adult kings and queens, royal
will bee held at Church Park
tory program will be similar
teas,
that
which
city-wide
tours
buying
of
Jubilee
ahead,
and
one-and-two-bedth
at
and
schools
for
Memphis
city
In the
Community
Center. The king is
to ta baccalaureate servite. Dr.
at
the
and
Carnival
substandard
royalty,
dances,
already
not
was
14 years, and taught at Griggs room apartments would
Walter W. Gibson Sr., veteran
platter parties, and a series Charles Earl Rushing, whose
JAMES I. TAYLOR
Business college for two years. meet the demand for housing present was not advisable.
iiember of the faculty, will be
of colorful parades will feature queen is Brenda Jo Ann Bear
den.
the speaker. He will pay tribute
the week.
to the late Miss Alma C.
The Jubilee theme is "We Both the juvenile Jubliee
Hanson for whom the building
Sing America With A Big 'A' queen and the queen of the
is being named.
King Randy Wa r r en and Serenaders played the same
A ribbon-cutting ceremony in
Queen Helen Gipson will reign roles last year.
front of the new Student Cenover the gala affairs of the A "Miss Jubilee Usherette",
ter will follow Dr. Gibson's
week and spearhead the Grand Miss Sheri Carlong has been
address.
Jubilee Parade Friday night. selected, and will take part
The Sunday program also
The Jubilee program begins in all Jubilee juvenile events
will begin at 5:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 7th, with a Soiree for the week. Her first alterand the crowning of Little nate is Miss Rita Cofield.
Miss White Gold in Tom Lee Wednesday, May 10th, the
Park, at the foot of Beale feature will be a coronation
Street on Riverside Drive. The parade for all Jubilee royalty.
The parade will form on Rivaffair will begin at 4 p.m.
Coronation ceremonies for the erside Drive and Beale Street
Juvenile King and Queen, will to Front, headed east. It will
be held Monday evening at 7 move off at 6:45., going east
o'clock at Church Park Com- on Beale to Turley Street
A Father Bertrand High
munity Center. The juvenile
(See Page 2)
school junior, Miss Delores
Hawkins, was crowned "Miss
Future Nurse- in a contest
held recently by the Beta Chichapter of Chi Eta Phi Sorority,
Inc. The members are all
registered nurses.
Funds raised, in what is to
become an annual affair, will
be used for scholarship purposes and to encourage young
women to enter the nursing
TENNESSEE" - Miss profession.
1101161by Cox. a Melrose High As a national project of the
tithed senior, w a s crowned sorority, it hoped that it will
"Miss Tennessee" of Elkdom in help to alleviate the shortage
a bathing beauty and talent of nurses.
Fisher a
contest held last Sunday after- Miss Gjaundell
ELKS' SCHO I, ARSHIP
she had won the Memphis
Mrs. Gloria Marshall, state
noon at the Flamingo. For her Booker T. Washington High
Pentecostal Temple Church
WINNER - Miss Catherine
directress, and Leo nard
talent numbers, she sang and school senior, was the first
of God in Christ, and is
oratorical contest. Her next
Jones, renter, a Booker T.
stop will be the regional
twirled a flaming baton. Miss runner-up, and Miss Linda Cole
seen holding her trophy.
Mitchell, West Tennessee
AT NEW LOCATION - Rucontest to be held this year
fice in the Oglethorpe BuildRegional Director of EduCox is the daughter of Rey. man, a junior of Manassas hg Washington High school junFrom left are William C.
ior, won the 8,1000 top prize
in Baton Rouge, La.
fus R. Jones, owner and diing at 220 S. Danny Thocation. Miss Jones is the
and Mrs. W.H. Cox of 3041 Mc- school, the second runner-up.
Anderson, State Educationdaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
rector of Jones and AssoMiss Jessie Venson is basileus
in the Elks Oratorical Conmas blvd. Mr. Jones moved
al Director: Mrs. Catherine
Adoo. Her prizes will include
ciates Insurance Agency,
(Withers' Photo)
his offices from 979 E. Mc
an ail-expense paid trip to Los of the soroity, and Miss Selena test in competition with othRivers Johnson, Miss Jones' V.T. Jones of 1228 S. Oris seen here in his new ofLemore st.
Watson chairman of publicity. er students in the state at
leans. Only a week before,
speech teacher and coach;
Angeles.

Gricler Will Deliver
in
Speec
Commencement

A

Real Estate Man To Run
For City Post In Fall

Opposition Voiced On
Seventh Haven Deal

Carnival Spirit Invoked
For 1967 Jubilee Week

Bertrand High

Junior 'Miss
Future Nurse'

"OM

Dance With Modahce For Arthritis At Club Rosewood May 5 At 9 p.m.

9
6
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Pr. View Defines Goal:
Pursuit Of Excellence
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. —
The pursuit of excellence in
all academic, student, and
public programs is the goal
sought by Prairie View A&M
.
, Dr.
College's new president
Alvin I. Thomas.

AT FLORIDA VOTERS LEAGUE MEET—
These were the scenes as Florida's Negro
Icaders ma-t in Pensacola at the recent conlei ence ci the Florida Voters League. Left

W,Ird. of Miami Treasurer of Florida Voters
League; E. A. Poole of Ocala, elected 1st
Vice-President; and L. V. Davis of Gainesville, re-elected League President. Right

Photo, left to right: W. B. Kyle, General
Chairman of Host Committee and Mrs. Ruby
J Gainer, of Pensacola brought greetings to
League from FEA. Middle Photo: Dr. E. A.

Carnival White Man Wins
Racial Verdict

Dr. Edmonds
Speaks At
Saint Paul

(Continued From Page 1)

where it will disband. Some
eight bands will be in the motorcade.

MIAMI, FLA. — A white
man has won a decision
from the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in New
Orleans on his contention
that he was discriminated
against by a Miami restaurant, thus reversing an earlier decision by a Miami
Thursday the Jubilee's an- Court.
nually-held royal tour of city
Marion Offner says he
schools for both Junior and entered the restaurant of
Adult Jubilee royalty will be- Shell City Inc., with his wife
gin at 8:30 a.m., starting from on Dec. 4, 1965 and was denied service and threatened
Church Park Community Cen- with arrest. On
Dec. 20 he
ter. A royal tea will be held at filed his suit claiming the
7:30 Thursday evening at the denial of service was a
Foote Homes Auditorium on violation of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act.
Mississippi Boulevard.

by CORE in a protest of it's
white policy. He Joined the
picket line and the next day
he was advised riat he was
barred from the store. He
took the matter up with the
store manager and was permitted to again eat in the
restaurant but he took Negro
associates to lunch.

Coronation ceremonies for the
adult King and Queen will be
held at 8 p.m. at the Church
Park Community Center, followed by a Coronation Ball
at 10 o'clock the same night.

LAV'RENCEVILLE, Va. —
Stern challenges face all
women in America today,
"especially those of the historically
repressed
Negro
race," declared Dr. Helen G.
Edmonds in an address here
at Saint Paul's College during

Negroes won the battle in
the first demonstration held
in Miami but a later man
ager barred Mr Offner
again. He made several attempts to gain service but
was denied.

Two Summer
Sessions To Be
Held At LeMoyne

Friday night the Grand Jubilee Parade, the highlight of the
celebration, will be staged.
More than 18 local and out
of-town bands will be featured
along with Jubilee floats, carrying out the theme for 1967.
The Grand Jubilee Parade
will begin its formation at 6:45,
with floats on Market Street
West of Main to Front Street.
east of Main to Second, head.
ed toward Main Street. Bands '
and marching units will assem-1
ble on Exchange from Front
to Second Streets. Decorated
cars will assemble on Winchester Street from Front to t
Second. The parade will move
off at 8 p.m.. going south on
Main to Beale Street. east on
Beale to Danny Thomas Boulety and dance will be staged at
yard. and disband.

4•11•1
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GET HOURS OF RELIEF FROM THE
ITCHING AND IRRITATION OF "UPSET SKIN"
Palmer's
"Skin Success"
Ointment

induces fast
blessed relief
from itching
miseries caused
by certain minor
skin irritations.

SAVE

C

Regular
size
44c

with large
economy size
C ontaining
4 times as much.

Only 99c

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.
LOVIIILIEN COMPLUX1014„. Plus head-to-toe protection with the
deep-acting foamy medication of "Skin Success" Soap. It beauty bathes
while it fights germs that often aggravate perspiration odors ... makes
you sure you're nice to be near. Palmer's "Skin Success" soap.

"SKIN-SUCCESS"

LeMoyne Alumni
To Meet Sunday

Members will consider
awards to LeMoyne athletes
and hear plans for the annual
alumni reception for the college's graduating seniors, according to the club president,
Elmer L. Henderson.
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365 paydays a year
with everyday interest*
*First National's new

money-multiplying Savings Plan

No holidays, layoffs or vacations ... With First National's exciting new Everyday Interest Savings Plan,
interest is earned and compounded—not jutt every quarter—but every day. 365 days a year!
With Everyday Interest there's no penalty when you wIthdraw funds before a quarter ends. You can make
withdrawals whenever the need arises, and still collect every cent Of interest you've earned.
With Everyday Interest your money starts earning money from the day of deposit, no matter
when it takes
place. No more long "no-interest" waiting periods ...
Arid Everyday Interest makes it so much more practical and simple for you to save for a special purpose —
taxes, tuition, medical bills, doom payments—because interest is earned right from the day of deposit to
the day of withdrawal.
Give your savings extra "grow power" in an Everyday Interest
savings account at First National. You'll
notice the difference ... instantly.

See the big Dollar Difference First National's Everyday Interest can make:
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The LeMoyne Alumni Club
of Memphis will conduct its
regular monthly meeting at 5
p.m. this Sunday in the Alumni Room of the Hollis F. Price
Library.
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April 17
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NOW
SHOWING!

Fancy
for
Slicing
JUL

HEY, NEIGHBOR!

The projects include dormitory living, better conducV.
:
--,
communicationa;
Taking office in late No- diaing hall,
im preyed study convenienvember, Prairie View's new
and cultural activitied.
chief executive has the col- ces,
now sit on disciplinStudents
all
with
lege moving forward
to assist in depersonnel involved working at ary courts
termining action taken
together.
full pace and
against those who break the
Student activities have rules.
claimed the greatest amount
In pursuit of cultural apof attention ..pecause of spethe college has alpreciation,
exarea
this
cific needs in
to its campns
brought
ready
thempressed by the students
Houston Symphony Orselves. A blue-ribbon student the
and two other outlife committee appointed by chPstra
standng music groups.
the president has developed

wrimlwr
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Dr. R.Q. Venson. widel y.
known business and professional. as well as civic leader
of Memphis, is founder and
director of the Jubilee.

If you're not getting
your fair shore of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.

"The leadership markedly
developed in the past halfcentury must point the way"
if the challenges are to be
met and even greater
achievement is to be won,
she warned.

leaders.

APRIL

Throughout Jubilee week
there will be daily shows,
rides and entertain ment at
Chruch Park Community Center, provided by the Farrow
Amusement Company.

If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
call Tri State. Defender,
JA 6-8397. ...)
•
We'll ex0ain 'how,
your news should be
prepared, how it should I
be sent in.

Dr. Edmonds, an alumnus
and trustee of Saint Paul's
is dean of the Gradute
School at North Carolina College, Durham, and is widely
known as a writer, lecturer,
and educator. She spoke at
an assembly attended by faculty, students, and townspeople.

115)
4r
7=

A Grand Jubilee Platter ParChurch Park Community Center, beginning at 10 Friday
night.

Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?

its observance of Women's
Week, April 17-21.

FEELS SO GOOD!

The federal court reversed
a decision by a Miami Court
which threw out the case.
Mr. Offner has a background
with Shell City. a large super
market eomplex in a mostly
LeMoyne's summer program
Negro area that maintained
a "white only" policy re- will consist of two sessions,
according to the registrar, Mrs.
garding it's restaurant.
Margaret Bush McWilliams.
In August of 1960, Offner
The two sessions will run conwas a customer in the de- currently. one for five weeks,
partment store restaurant June 10-July 14, and the other
At 1 p.m. Friday, there will when it was being picketed for eight weeks, June 10-Aug. 4.
be a Juvenile Platter Party
and at Church Park Community
Center.

Friday will be "parade day"
for the Jubilee, with the children's parade slated for 11 a.m.
in the morning, moving from
Main and Exchange. South on
Main to Gayoso, west on Gayoso to Front Street, and north on
Front to the City auditorium
where it will disband. This will
be an integrated parade, consisting of pupils in the first
six grades of the public schools.

Photo: Hobart Taylor, Jr.. Director of The
Import-Export Bank, keynote speaker at
Voters League Banquet, Mrs. Taylor is Executive Secretary of the Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.

several experimental projects
involving active participation
by a large number of student

WE RESERVE THE RIONT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1378 HOLLYWOOD
'3511 PARK
1578.LAM,-,R
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4321 SUMMER
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$200,000 Goal Set By
Memphis Arts Council
Approximately 200
M e m•1 workers for each organization
phians will be calling on in- are: Front St. Theatre, Alfred
dividual citizens and small M. Alperin and Vernon R.
businesses during the next few Newman, Jr.; Memphis Sym-
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READY FOR REUNION — These 1947 graduates of Le.
Voyne are ready for the college's reunion of '7' classes
scheduled for May 26-27-28, Beunion activities will kick
of Friday night, May 26, with a Chance '67 talent show
featuring Omar Robinson and the Douglass High School Glee
Club. Left to right: James Cowman, Mrs. Ann Weathers,

member of the general steering committee; Mrs. Louise
Cole Jones, Mrs. Hattie B. Jackson, Mrs. Chestine Cowan,
Mrs. Rosa Hall Sias, Mrs Doyle Burnley, Mrs. Bethel A.
Hunt, chairman of the 1947 class; Mrs. Ethyl Venson, reunion
general chairman, and Samuel Helm, reunion general cochairman.

Reunion Will Begin
With A Talent Show
Eleven youngsters are contestants in the Chance '67
Talent Show which will kick off
the reunion of LeMoyne graduate who received their degreqg during years ending in

scheduled for Friday night,
May 26, at 8:15 on campus in
Bruce Hall.

weeks on behalf of seven of the phony Orchestra, William F.
city's art institution.
Kirsch, Jr., and Charles P.
These workers in the Mem- eobb; Memphis Little Theatre.
phis Arts Council annual uni- Miss Effie Porter and Eugene
fied support fund drive will Ray Katz; Memphis Academy
seek contributions to help meet of Arts, Downing Pryor and
this year's goal of $200,000,
money needed to aid in keeping Charles W. Montgomery, Jr.;
local
exhibiting
and
per- Brooks Art Gallery, Everett
forming arts alive and flourish- Woods Sr., and William R.
ing.
Kent; Memphis Civic Ballet,
Each of the organizations Mrs. Bernard S. Patrick and
is contributing man and woman Mrs. William R. Gause, Mempower for the drive, all of phis Opera Theatr e, Marler
them Memphians who will go
to other Memphians with the Fifty leading Memphis busistory of why our communtiy nessmen w ho make up the
neeas the arts and why the business cabinet of the Arts
arts need the support of the Council are seeking major
contributions from business and
community.
industry under the direction
Co-captains in charge of of chairman Eric A. Catmur.

Race Vote Group
Invades Pensacola
For Meetings
PENSACOLA, Fla. — Hobart Taylor, Jr. member of the
hierarchy in the Johnson Administration, claimed a lively
two day meeing of the Florida Voters League, Inc. at the
Sundsy afternoon Banquet with a stirring, challenging
capsule version of a "State of
"Citizenship is the know
Included among the most
pungent remarks made by
Taylor were the natural
tendency of people to resist
changes of any kind, yet
changes must come to assure
the survival of civilization.
He pointed out the retarding effect on the total population if one segment is handl
capped to the extent of being
denied the right to fully develop their political, economic and educational potential
of productivity for reasons 4
Race, creed, Color, Previous
Condition of Servitude National origin.

Students Solicit Funds
For The Goodwill Homes

ledge to operate in an or
declarei
society"
ganized
the keynote speaker," One
must know the mechanics (I.
Government of Who, When
Where, What and Why."
He concluded his address
with the admonition," Let u•
do nothing to cause the sacri
flees of our servicemen ii
Vietnam to be in vain. Tayl
Director of The Import Ex
port Bank, was accompanie:
by his (!harming and talente.
wife, Executive Director 1.
The Delta Sigma Theta, S,!
rority, Inc. who was preset,'
ed with a corsage by th
Pensacola Delta Chapter.

The Negro as a consumer
plays a large part in the
American Economy and his
total participation of total
manpower resources at the
The Florida Voters Leap,
highest level of his potential
Convention was furth
Inc.
is vitally necessary for the
highlighted by the most if
the
maintaining
domestic
of
Students who volunteered to who topped all other students
formative information a r
high standard r‘ living and
of Thaddeus Oli%
participate in a door-to-door with a total of $27.59.
leadership in the Free World. counsel
Jr., Administrative Assistan
march on Sunday, April 16,
Mr. Jones will receive a
ant, Voter-Education Projee
in their respective neighbor check for $10.00 in appreciaof
The Southern Region
hoods beought in a total of tion for his outstanding efforts
Council Atlanta Georgia
$1,656.44 for the benefit of the in this drive.
the League Workshop Sessn
Goodwill Homes for Children,
Mrs.
W. 0. Speight, Jr.
Inc. Building Fund.
()live spelled out in der
chairman of the March andW S
guidelines of Loc
the
Student organizations in the Mrs. Charles H. Tarpley was
Leagues to qualify for fun
junior and senior high schools co-chairman.
The Men of Leisure club. to conduct Registration ai
worked diligently with their
Inc.. held its regular meeting Voter Education Projects
sponsors or coordinators to
at the "Big M" restaurant local communities i n t
bring in the following amounts:
recently with Melvin Bond as State. Citing as an exami
the host.
such a gunded Project
High School
Amount
Manassas
$290.21
Plans were completed for Pensacola as one of
B. T. Washington
287.72
the twentieth annual spring most efficiently conducted
Melrose
$206.10
dance to be held on May 26 all of such Projects.
Geeter
$155.00
The 31st Ward Civic Club at Club Paradise.
His contribution helped
Douglass
$152.84
will begin a series of 'great The club is a charitable or- make this meeting the meHamilton
$149.35
Wednesday ganization, and funds raised productive ever held in th
Corry
$124.15 discussions" on
history of the organizatior
Carver
$83.42 night, May 10, at 8 p.m. at the are contributed to some needy
project. The club has already his frank app-aisal of th
Lincoln
$58.26
Tabernacle Baptist Church at purchased a life membership League Program and r.
Porter
$52.41 Kendale
and Burris, and the
medial counsel will enhant
in the NAACP.
Mitchell Road
$43.02
public
is
the
invited.
growth and developmen
Lester
$28.96
Claude E. Strong is president of The Florida Voter
Mt. Vernon Baptist Church The first topic to be pre- of the organization, and Jo- League, Inc. and its affliate.
sented in what is to be a seph C. Hardaway, secretary. Local Organizations.
contributed
$25.00 to t h e monthly
event is "Law En
March.
forcement and Civil Rights."
Although the drive was not
Persons representing each
organized on a competitive
area will be invited to present
basis
among
the
schools, their views.
recognition is to be given to
Larry Jones of the Ole Timers
Mrs. Gertrude Carter is preClub at Manassas High School sident of the club.

Men Of Leisure
Plan For Dance

The 11 contestants are selling tickets to the show and
competing for the title of
"Miss" or "Mr. Chance '67."

Th4 show will feature Omar
The contestants are Portia
Robion and t h e Douglass
Elaine Fisher, Egar Hawkins
High School Glee Club and is
III, Rita Smith, Debra Simpson ,Pamala Venson, Georgette
Robin son.
Norma
Branch, Enid Walton, Edith
Samynthia
Lester,
ARrnita
Sartin and James Cowan Jr.

Great Topics To
Be Discussed

May Day Queen
Chosen To Reign
At Bennett:, N.C.

Maj. George Robinson is director of the show and Mrs.
Felicia Sartin is in charge
GREENSBORO, N.C. — Jan- of contestants.
et Jenkins, senior home ecoMrs. Ethyl Venson, general
nomics major, of Camden, N.J., chairman of reunion activity
has been chosen to reign for the '7' classes, said all
over May Day festivities profits from the show will be
at Bennett College on May 6, presented to LeMoyne. This
accoading to campus-wide elec- gift will be matched, dollar for
SECURITY: WHO NEEDS IT? — "I need security," wisetion returns just tabulated.
dollar, by the Sloan Foundation looking little Stuart 0. Rankin might answer to the theme,
"Security, Who Needs It?" selected for the 33rd annual
President of the Student Sen- and will help pay the cost of
ate for 1967-68 will be Cynthia furnishing and equipping the
National Insurance Week promotion of the National Insurance
Frierson, of Florence, S.C., a college's new Student Center.
Association, as he is held by his mother, Mrs, Marlene
rising senior foods and nutriRankin. More than 8,000 agents of the Negro-owned compaCo-chariman Samuel Helm
tion Major. Serving in her cabi- has played an
important role
nies will seek to provide 080 million in new protection for
net will be: Jo Anne Coble of in helping organize the talent
families dining the period May 8-13.
Wilson, N.C., vice president; show and other reunion activsof
Reid
Angelene Johnson,
ity.
ville, secretary; Vera Fowler,
of Albany, Ga., treasurer; and
The reunion ties in with the
Dorothy Childs of Pittsburgh, annual meeting of LeMoyne's
Pa., parliamentarian.
General Alumni Association,
scheduled for Saturday mornSandra McFadden, of Phil- ing, May 27, in the
Alumni
adelphia, Pa., rising senio r, Room of the
Hollis F. Price
special education major, was Library. President
Price's anelected president of the David nual luncheon
A sales goal of $80 million urged to evceed this goal by
for alumni will
D. Janes Student Union. Other' be held in the Commons that in new life insurance coverage H. H. Southall, president of the
Unioi officers are Patricia afternoon and there will be a in the week of May 8 has put National Insurance Association
Kersi, of Chicago, Illinois, vice social event of Saturday even- 8.00 agents of Negro-owned during the 33rd observance of
president: Gwendolyn Morse, of ing.
life insurance companies into National Insurance Week. "The
Ninety-Six, S. C., secretary;
vigorous motion.
goal of NI Week is to expand
Patricia Herring, of Grensboro, Alumni will attend Second
the insurance pro*ction of all
treasurer; and Wanda Dula of Congregational church in a Field underwriters for 46 Americans,"
Southall
said,
Lenoir, pianist.
body May 28.
i companies in 25 states were "and in that we set no limits.
The $80 million is our minimum
goal."
The annual promotion is being directed by a committee
headed by E. Earthmon Fort
of Lousiville, agency officer of
Mammoth Life and Accident
Insurance company.
Participating agents will
wear a lapel button with the
provocative legend, "Security:
Who Needs It?" The same
theme appears in a series of
posters highlighting members
of a handsome young Negro
family. The posters are designed to motivate agents and public. Additional displays will be
plaoed on insurance office
walls to keep the goals before
all personnel.
National Insurance Week was
instituted by the association in
1935 as a means of bringing
the protection of Negro fami(At Park)
lies closer to that enjoyed by
average American family. The
Ile Cra i g, new manager of the New AUTOPL AN Branch
ill
Mrs.
gap, though narrower, still
exists today.
is waiting to greet you and answer any questions you may have about
Recent statistics show the
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE.
national average protection to
be $15,000 per family. Negro
owned companies alone have
over $2.2 billion of insurance in
that AUTOPLAN can provide
She'll tell you -- for instance
force which equals more than
you with excellent Liability Insurance, with the lowest down payment
$3,000 per Negro family, or 20
per cent more than all Amerin town. Payments are as low as $18.75 down -- and only $12.95 a
can families owned in 1935.
month. A U TOP LA N has the best deal in town for drivers under 25
In addition to Mr. Fort, insurance executives serving on
-- married or single.
the committee include: B. V.
Gregory of Chicago, associate
superintendent
of combination
The new office will be open from 10:30 to 6:30 Monday thrulaturday,
operations, Supreme Life Insurance Co. of America; Ocexcept Thursday, when hours will be from 10:30 to 2:30 P.M. Call
tave Lilly, Jr. of New Orleans,
AAA— today for the best protection. That's AU TOPLAN —942.
agency
d i r actor, People's
Life Insurance Co. of Louisi9397 --- 526.3966 or 458.2172.
ana; E. B. Payne of Memphis,
agency director of Union Protective Life Insurance Co.:
Of course, the office 2t 204 Dermon Building, 3rd & Court Streets and
Ernest Shell, CLU of Los
Angeles. agency director of
6 1 8 E. McLemore, will continue to serve its many patrons.
Golden State Mutual Life Insurance
Co.
and
Forrest
Strickland of Detroit. agency
director of Wright Mutual Insurance Co.

Insurance Firms Set
An $80 Million Goal

AUTOPLAINI

INSURANCE AGENCY
ANNOUNCES THE

GRAND OPENING
MONDAY,MAY 8th
Branch Office 1365 Airways

WARM WEATHER
IS REALLY

KING
COTTON

rFq
A Carnival of Values
New Elegance For Your Bed

TIME
Quick, easy
and so nutritiousthat's King Cotton
tasty meats
•
King Cotton
FRANKFURTERS

Corduroy Chenille

Bedspread
$366
gaga

Rayon 'n cotton corduroy chenille. Practically lint free. Bullion fringe. Preshrunk, machine
washable, no ironing ever. Twin
or full we. Beautiful decorator
colors.
Serving Snacks Mods Easier

For Horn* or Officer/1as

Tempting
Nutritious
Tasty
King Cotton
LUNCHEON MEATS
nearly a dozen wonderful kinds
for Sandwiches, Salads, Snacks
Made in the
U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens
of the

NAT BRING PACKING COMPANY

King Size

TV Tables

Decorator Swing Top

88c

99.

These extra large snack
tables can hold an entire
meal or travel out to the
patio as a portable buffet.
Sturdy metal construction.
Attractive designs.

Waste Container

New woven, ventilated
awing top makes it practical for use as a hamper,
too. 28 quart capacity.
Choice of decorator colors.

Conveniently Yours At Kress
oks. Th.,, 9 30 T,I1 00

KRESS
VARIETY FAIR

Tuts., W4

F6.

0.30 To S311

Set. 1/11 Tit 1141 p

9 NO. MANI ST.

•
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Memphis Baba 'is Attend
58th Annual Convention,
-member body — the. Na.
Several members of the nine
Babel
Tennessee
tional Spiritual Assembly —
Memphis,
Community attended the 58th which will administer t h e
Annual National Convention
the 2,000 U.S. Bohai communities
of the Baha'i Faith in
during the next 12 month.
United States in Wilmette,
30.
—
Among those attending the
28
April
Illinois,
MeSphis
f r om
Convention
from
delegate
as
Attending
Swan, physiJoan
Miss
were
Magda.
Tennessee was Miss
cal therapist at Les Paasees
lene Carney of Nashville.
Rehabilitation Center. It was
Over 1,000 delegates and ob- Miss Swan's first Baha'i Conservers were present for the vention; and Mr. and Mrs.
Convention at the National Celi. James Sims aatd son, Jim, a
ter of the Baha'i Faith and the student at MSU; who combined
site of the world famous Baha'i their attendance at the ConHouse of Worship.
vention with a visit with -their
Delegates heard reports on daughter, M r a. Pat COnner,
Faith
the
the progress of
who is now living in Chicago,
in the United States a n d
Memphis Baha'i Comthroughout the world. They also The
Center is located at
munity
future
discussed plans for the
36 North Cleveland. Meeting,
advancement of the Faith.
each Sunday at'11:0o
Primary function of the Con are held
vention was the election of the A.M.

CH
Sd
sell

p osmsosseas••••••••••■••aummionla
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
a

ii
25.
$
WASH
cAR
i
.
.
Effective November 19 1965

CHOIRS TO SING — Annual Choir Day will be held at the Greater Whitestone Baptist church at 917 S. Wellington St. with the mass choirs giving
a program at 3 p.m., including anthems, classical, traditional hymns and
spirituals, and gospel songs. President of the individual choirs are Miss
Mattie Kinnell. the chorus; Mrs. Frankie McNeil, the celestial choir;
Arthur Sease, the male chorus; Mrs. Willie Mae Waddell, supervisor of the
—
—

Imperial choir. and Mrs. Oeell Clayborn, supervisor of the Cherub choir.
Pianists for Choir Day are Mrs. Josephine Jackson, Mrs. Ardena Brown and
Miss Princess Waddell. Mrs. Georgia Woodruff is organist, and John R.
Buntyn, Sr., director. Mrs. Frankie McNeil is general chairman, and Rev.
A. R. Williams pastor of the church. The public is invited. (Hooks Photo)

Set Over 8 41.4 to 6 PM
Sun Open 8 AM to 2 PM.

a

•

•
a
•
•
s

Y:
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SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
a
•
3100 Summer at Baltic

31,

8

Iliem•s•••••■■•••■••••••••1111111•Se

Choral Group

To Be Held Sunday

Fetes Director
And Chaplain

The Douglass High School
I PTA will hold its annual
I tea from 4 to 6 p.m. in the
school auditorium on Sunday,
, May 7. and the public is ininvited.
Under the auspices of the Metropolitan Baptist church. Mrs. Minnie Laws is chair- The Harmonic Chorale of
Board of Christian Education will tell about her services in! man of the tea, and Nelson Pentecostal Temple Church of
of St. John Baptist church. Or- helping families of pre-school' Jackson co-chairman.
God in Christ presented a
leans and Vance. a symposi- children enjoy the learning sitMelvin Conley is principal surprise birthday dinner for
um will be presented on Sun- uation before entering school. of the school.
the organizer and director,
day evening, May 7. at 7:30.
Samuel Spann, and the chapMr. Ortiz's specialty is suThe purpose of the program. pervised recreation for young
lain, Percy Towns, on Monday
Gray, children before they are seaccording to Frank
night, April 24, at the home
Family Week chairman, is to verely damaged.
of Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Carr
increase the awareness of
of 2040 S. Parkway east.
Mr. Irvine will share his ex"community helpers who are
The special guests were Mrs.
with
chilof
periences
families
Finley
Willis
Mrs.
and
Mr.
working to strengthen Family
dren from the first through of 1598 Carnegie st. honored Ethel Hill of Los Angeles; and
Life."
Among those scheduled to the sixth grades and the bene- their daughter. Miss Velma Mrs. Shirley Smith, Thomas
participate on the program arel fits they derive, while Mrs. Sykes Finley, with a birthday Brownlee and Timothy Carr of
Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pastor of Strong will tell of the problems party on Sunday. April 23, and Memphis.
Other members present for
Parkway Gardens Presbyerian young people 14 to 18 and their she received many gifts and
the
dinner were Mrs. Lillian
educaan
f
to
bring
amilies
family
her
from
wishes
best
church: Mrs. Bernice Fitzgerall
Carr, Mrs. Ernestyne BrownRandaolph, professional wial firmal and vocational guidance and friends.
Mrs. Pearl Hines, Mrs.
l
worker: Ernie Ortiz, Memphis counselor and some of the help Among the members of thelee,
.
Marcia
provided.
Brown, Mrs. Geraldine
festivi
the
for
hand
on
family
Juvenile Court: Charles T. Irvine, director of psychological Mrs. Loretta Kateo, noted ties were her grandfather, Sam Walthall, Mrs. Bernice Mctesting and guidance for ele- social worker with Family Sykes: her three brothers, Eu- Clellan, Mrs. Maxine Towns,
mentary schools and special Service, will be the coordinator gene. William and Sam Finley; and Mr. and Mrs. Jake Jones.
Also Miss Mary Tolbert, Miss,
education, and Mrs. Ruthie for the symposium, and the her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. David Payne, Jr.; her Delores Tolbert, Miss Rosetta
Strong, guidance counselor of public is invited.
Special invitation to attend is cousins. Miss Katie Lee Jones, Ward, Miss Iona Walthall, Miss
Melrose High school.
Interested in pre-marriage extended to young people con- Louis Ray Marshall, Noristeen Roxie Buffer, Miss Marjorie,
counseling, Rev. Bell will tell templating marriage, young Kuykendall. Tony. Rickie, Toya Staples, Miss Ada Walthall,
of preventive measures against married couples, and those Len 'and Mrs Beatrice Smith. Miss Fannie Collins, Curtis
Friends present were Ken- Garrison, Otis Tolbert, Hardy
who are heads of families.
family breakdowns.
Mrs. Randolph, it'll° has been
A fellowship social will fol- neth. Fay and Linda Cole- Phillip, and Lawrence Garriworking with the first year- low the symposium under the man, and David and Debra son, Jr. Francis Adair is reporter.
round Headstart Child Develop- direction of Mrs. Essie Fizer. Robinson.
ment Centers in the LeMoyne
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is
Gardens Housing project and pastor of the church.

Parents Sponsor
Birthday Party

New Subscription Order
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FREE
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By ANCHOR HOCKING
With $5 Purchase & Coupon from Daily Paper

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50:

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

a

Viva
Italia! %

I TO

I
I

'STOP & GO'SERVICE
PLAN FOR DOWNIOWNERS!
367 Union
527-44/1

SET
SON'TO

sat w Sufi. $125

Sta
Gla

Po

Douglas PTA Tea

Church Will Sponsor
Symposium On Family

•
•
U
III
•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

lee

2989 Summer
323-5594

I

Zoos No.

Street Address

Pate

City

Completer Pieces At
Everyday Low Prices
Start your completer set with this beautiful
Aquamarine Blue Ice Tea Glass FREE with
coupon from daily paper and $5 purchase.
You'll be proud to serve your family and
friends with your set of Italian•Styled
"LIDO“ Glassware.

PLUMBING REPAIRS
2-WAY RADIO SHOPS ON WHEELS
FOR ECONOMY•SERVICE
Cal( Towne Ifitr'"'""'"•

274-6765

For sass
in your salads,
bring on the...

HIM PLUMBING
& TILE CO.
BATHROOM REMODELING
A SPECIALTY
Showroom • .549 South Cooper 'war Peabody

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
DNS NOSIEIMADE ITALIAN DRESSING,
Casein floe *Avis* lo Jar. Shake vigometly.
IA dip Spode
re,J ctip salad oil, 1 teaspoon
salt,
Alba- peeper, let teaspoon
r*MPultprIonne, 14 team= dr/
cuferf nit
mushrd, I matejleri4 frlinced, and dash Tabasco
sauce. UM. mak Wore taming. run& PA cups.

FREE:t•-•sp•fgreRigt •wnv motet Someone Tel
Moat Al Tim** U••• for V,nogar.'WM* SPIN;
411011A11"!NI Milabisim• Asa imams Oft No.

•

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

tor

QUALITY
STAMPS
MID
AMERICAS
FAVORITE

QUALITY
STAMPS
MID
AMERICAS
FAVORITE

TAILORS

BHS
awe.
248 Vanc• Ave.

JA 7-9320

Mosaplus. Tawassee
'TOUR Compaq Mahn Mae Vas Aalt Ar And
Croon Whet Yaw Mak or

WIRE THE PRICE IS RIGHT & THE CLERKS POLITE

3;
44
.
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telegrams and flowers cams
Charity Club Final Rites Held For and
from
the
Itates.
Plans Dance At
on
fuOther
neral program were Mrs.
Club Rosewood Mrs Manervia Burks ion of Metropolitan Bapmany parts of

participants

United

the

Din-

The MODAHCE Charity club

will present a Pre-Cotton Carnival Ball at the Club Rosewood
at 1905 S. Lauderdale st. on
Friday night, May 5, beginning
at 9, and the public is invited.
Tickets are being given with
donations of $2.50, and are on
sale at the Starlight Record
Shop.
MOD is for March of Dimes;
"A" is for Arthritis, "H" is
for Heart, "C" is for Cancer,
and "E" is for Education.
Mrs. Helen Barnum is the
general chairman of the dance.

24 LeMoynites
To Cross 'Sands'
CHIP SALE CHAMPIONS — The Porter Junior High
School Y-Teens excelled all others in the city recently by
selling more than 4,014 bags of potato chips. Here they are
seen with their adviser, seated center, Mrs. Linda Isabel.
fis‘t Standing, from left, are Jacquelyn Blake, Kathy Jones,
Gladys Helms, Alicia Gilliam, Elaine Taylor, Cathryn

Smith, Celestine Jackson, Virginia Brown, Linda Barron,
Sandra Hamilton, Rita Haywood and Shelia Jackson. A.
B. Owen principal of Porter Junior High School, and Miss
Barbara Neal, Teen-Age director of the Sarah Brown branch
of the YMCA.

•••

Ellis

tist church: C. Woods and HenFuneral services for M r s. Clark Jones, and became the
ry Jones, who made remarks;
Maneryia Jones Burks, whom other of 16 children, nine
Mrs. Doris J. Gray of New
died en route to a Memphis of whom survive her.
Salem Baptist church in Memhospital on Saturday, April 15, During her last days, Mrs. phis, who sang, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Wismon, who read
were held oq Saturday, April
22, at the Hurts Chapel CME Burks lived in Memphis with cards, telegrams and resoluchurch at Olive Branch, Miss. her daughter, Mrs. Elect Faulk- tions.
ner at 973-A LeMoyne Drive.
In addition to her five daughEulogies were delivered by
Rev. A. Bradley, Elder J.B. All of her children live in ters and four sons, she is
Washington, and the pastor, Memphis except two daughters, survived by 36 grandchildren,
Mrs. Wardia Metcalf of New 61 great-grandchildren, a a d
Rev. E. Atkins.
York City, and Mrs. Mary Ous- four great-great- grandchildren.
A native of Olive Branch, ley of Brickeyes, Ark,
Interment was in the Botts
where she was born on Feb.
16, 1882, the daughter of the
Aoproximately 500 pers o n s Chapel cemetery at Oli v e
late Mr. and Mrs. Miles Woods filled Hurts Chapel at Olive Branch. Victory Funeral Home
she was married to the late Branch for the funeral services, of Memphis was in charge.

Twenty-four LeMoyne students are expected to "cross
the burning sands" of Greekdom this weekend. Final initiation is scheduled for this Friday night.
The AKAs are leading the
list with 13 "on the probation
line." The Omegas will initiate
four, Deltas and Kappas, three
I each, and Alphas, one.

SLAPPT WHITE, NOTED STAGE AND TV COMEDIAN

; Y-Teens Sell
_ 31,000 Bags Of

:
‘
—
..

Potato Chips
Approximately

500 Y
—
Teens from th eSarah Brown
Branch YWCA launched their
Annual Y — Teen Potato Chip
Sale, by selling over 31,000
bags of Potato Chips.
Miss Barbara Neal, Y —
Teen Director, said proceeds
from the sale will be used to
send Y — Teens on three trips

IT'S WHAT'S HAPPENING BABY! GET WITH SMIRNOFF
It's smart to drink Smirnoff in more ways than one. Try a Smirnoff Bloody

in June.

Mary. Martini or Screwdriver. Make your Screwdriver this way. Pour
Smirnoff Vodka over ice. Fill glass with orange juice and stir. Delicious!

Seventeen Y — Teen Officers
will attend the local Y — Teen
Officers' Training Conference
at the UWCA'S Camp Mirami-

Always ask for 5n17710c1oDKA
It leaves you breathless"
•
so & 100 PROOF. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN. STE PIERRE SMIRNOFF FLS. (DIV. OF HEUBLEIN), HARTFORD, CONN.

chee in Hardy. Arkansas.
Eight Y — Teens will attend
the Kentucky — Tennessee Y
— Teen Conference at Sullins
Colege in Bristol, Virginia.

•

Twenty-eight other Y —Teens
who were high sellers will go
on the Y — Teen Educational
to

Trip

YWCA

LITTLE
I. PROFIT
VrX

Miami, Florida.

Each year this sale is held
in cooperation with, and as a NAACP
YOUTH
PRESENT
result, many girls have the,SKIT — M em hers of the
NAACP Youth Council are very
opportunity for travel is well
active in the annual Spring
as leadership training for the, membership Campaign of the
and

their community.

Planned For

11,111 *As

BLACK or
BROWN

•

See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

$3600

Father Is Fined
$51 For Whipping
Two,Daughters

AMIE
LINE

through many seasons.

tomt terms

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

8

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

AHtarilorpi LOA( v01,
lt PRIFIPINTIAl
gIRV/(f

•

•

•
•
•

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

Used
Cars

NEW ,67 FORD
TRADE-INS!!
TRUCKS
AUTOMOBILES

1DELIVERS

Results!

REGISTER TODAY 14 MUSTANGS
FREE Use or
Ono Year.
Call and We Will Mail Yoe Entry Blank.

NOBODY WALKS AWAY

HERFF FORD
The Utile Profit Duly

Classified
TO BUY OR SELL

A Little Profit Used Car is one that runs better and
Costs less.
It runs better because we sell it. We won't sell it
until it passes a rigorous physical examinetion.
It costs less because we sell it, too. We sell a lot mots
cars—new and used — because we're willing to make
just a Little Profit on each one.
Add it up and you'll see that a Little Profit Used Car
saves you more than anything yoa ever bargained for.
This is trat.

.64 CHEV.—Pickup CONVERTS
'66 CHEV.—Pickup '65 CHRYSLER .'64 OLDS.—Air, P.S., R&H
'64
64 BUICK—Air V-8, Auto.
FORD—Ranger
'66
FORD
'64 CHEV.—Air, 4 Dr., Auto.
'67 FORD—F100
65 MERC.—Air, 4 Dr. P.S.,
'62 CHEVY II
l4 M Van
Window
.64 CHEVROLET '65AuPtONT..—Air, 4 Dr., P S
•4
PO CHEV.—Van
'64 THUNDERBIRD '63 CHRYSLER...4 Dr.,
'65 FORD—
V.8, Auto.
Ranchero
'65 LTD—Air, 2 Dr., Aufo.,
'65 FORD—F250,
3/4-ton
'65 LTD—Air, 4 Dr., V-11, Auto.
WAGONS
66 MUSTANG—Air,
60 FORD
Auto.
'64 FORD
'63 FORD—Air, 4 Dr., V-I,
'64 FALCON
Auto.
'63 FALCON
'65
T'llIRD—Air, V-11; AO.% •
'65 FORD
with approved coedit
'66 FORD—Air, 4 Does'. AA,.
'65 OLDS
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You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes lbr.
years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Me
hand-craftsmanship .rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
'comfort— plus smart good looks that'll carry you

99 Souti, Maio Street
Chore* Accounts Invited
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Handy Park

Chastising his two teenage
daughters to the extreme last
Friday night cost a 38-year-o']
A vigil for peace in Vietnam father 551 in City Court on
will be staged in Handy Park Monday, and he still faces
on Beale street from 1 to 2 p.m. state charges in the matter.
on Saturday, May 6, with Rev.
James Lawson, pastor of Cente- Sammie Barnes, 38, was arnary Methodist church as the rested after his wife. Mrs. Mary
rarnes, 37, called police to the
spokesman for the vigil.
home.
A vigil is different from other
forms of protest in that particiwar and the
pants stand silently in single story of the
by the war's
forth
set
facts
file, and an individual appointed
as spokesman answers all of
Citizens of all races have
the questions from interested
on-lookers.
been asked to attend the vigil
A group of Memphis citizens as an expression of their conha; held vigils for the past cern for peace. Negro Memfour weeks in Memphis, and phians have been asked to supthey say it because they are port Dr. Martin Luther King,
critical of President Johnson's who said. "I will not stand
foreign policy. They contend idly by when I see an unjust
that there is a discrepancy war taking place and fail to
between "the administration's take a stand against it."

':'-

'67 Ford 4-door, Feirione 500,
cruis-o-niefic, radio, power
air conditioned, vinyl trim,
fintsid windshield. Driven less
than 3,000 miles. B•loncs of now
car warranyt.

NAACP, and are seen here from left, are Sidney Pickens,`Cassandra Hunt, Patricia Smith
with Clinton Jamerson, who ac- Charlotte Holmes, Phyllis Wal- and Cheryl Fanion. On back
cused officers of beating him, ters, Carol Weaver, Toni Smith, row are Collandis Gibson, Cain a skit on how to solicit Mr. Jamerson, Janis Jones,' to Walker, Debbie Northcross,
memberships. On front r o w, Linda Stsanson, Natalie Jones,1 Michael Allen and Jesse H.
'Turner, Jr.

Peace Vigil
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

• ••••••• ••
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The Dilemma Of
Sen. Thomas Kuchel

ct

e The New ilk fg
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76 South's Irtd•e•nel•nt Weekly"

we have a great deal more
By JACKIE ROBINSON
for the Californian.
sympathy
Because of an error over
locked in a life and
is
He
which the writer had no con- death struggle. He refused to
of last
trol, the final portionpublished
kowtow to Ronald Reagan and
week's column was not
we now that Mr. Reagan is goverIn last week's column,
nor, there are forces which
Percy
Charles
discussed Sen.
have vowed to kill Mr. Kuchel
to
attempt
and his apparent
politically.
white
woo conservative and
backlash p:r.iort by refusing to Remember also that he comes
sponsor the President's pro- from a state which once had
legislation. fair housing legislation on the
posed open housing
We said that Charles Percy's books — and which recently
attempt to keep the civil rights voted to repudiate it. So Tom
following and still not lose the Kuchel would commit political
conservative following was remi- suicide if he came out for
niscent of his behavior during the open housing legislation proposed.
the Goldwater campaign.
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Romney Of Michigan
Gov. Romney of Michigan had the this position not by a rational consid.
good sense to face up to the religious eration of the issue but by political
issue that could hurt his Presidential necessity. His reasoning is quite in
aspirations. He is a member of the keeping with the patent position of
Mormon Church, which bars Negroes the Republican party to date.
from its priesthood: but he has asked
The language with which he
that he be judged as an individual and
couched his support of the war is
not on the doctrines of his church,
rather nebulous and indeterminate.
over which he has no control.
The public will not be satisfied indefi_
As governor, Romney has an ex- nitely with trying to divide Romney's
cellent record on racial equality. On ideas. The Michigan governor has to
the basis of his performance in the field demonstrate that he understands the
of race relations we would be unjust to full range of national and international
doubt his sincerity. He is making much issues and can develop coherent posi_
the same appeal for tolerance that John tions on them. He has not yet met that
F. Kennedy made in 1960 when he essential test.
asked the public to judge him and not
By now, no one doubts that Rom..!
Catholicism which was the faith in
ney
is a Presidential candidate. How.
which he was brought up.
ever, in order to garner the kind of fol.
On issues that are more properly lowing that would give substance to his
subject to debate, however, Romney aspirations, he must be more articulate
has not been too convincing. His be- and forthright, not only on Vietnam,
lated support of President Johnson's but on all those domestic questions
war efforts in Vietnam leaves the im- with which the general welfare of the
pression that Romney was driven into masses is inextricably interwoven.

Education For Progress
The need for eliminating the ghet_ rolled in what would be called segre_
to in Negro education is gradually be., gated schools under the commission's
standard. Though the proposal is
ing felt by the general public. If im_i
viously revolutionary in its implications
provement of economic opportunities and impact, its urgency — at a time
for Negroes is to be the end result of when the demand for highly trained
education, progress in that direction workers is acute — can scarcely be diswon't be made until racial imbalance is puted.
no longer an unsolved problem.
As in all things racial, there alLast week a federal commission
recommended wide steps on behalf of
racial integration in schools. In short,
it asked Congress to rule as unacceptable any school wherein Negroes make
up more than half the enrollment. Such
laws now exist in Massachusetts and
New York.
The commission suggested that
Congress might let the states devise
their own means of complying with the
law. The federal government would offer whatever financial and technical
assistance that might be needed to effectuate this objective.
It has been established beyond
any reasonable doubt that some 90 of
every hundred Negro pupils are en-

ways are those who hold contrary
views, either because of tradition or
downright race prejudice. They argue
that the law would redraw school patterns across the country, cost immense
sums of money, cause curriculum
changes, and put an end to the widely
spread practice of the "neighborhood
school." Reputable educators have long
ago exposed the neighborhood school
as a cover for segregation and as having little if any justifiable educational
value. Modern educational concepts insist on a broader and more adequate
use of school facilities for a larger number and at a more democratic ratio of
enrollment. This is imperative if the
democratic theory and practice are not
to be vitiated.

Split Leadership

What Next With Maddox?
Perhaps the most enigmatic
figure in the South today is Lester
G. Maddox, the ax-handle wielding
governor of the State of Georgia.
to national
rose
Maddox
"fame" after he armed himself
with an ax-handle and pistol to
keep Negroes from eating in his
Atlanta fried chicken restaurant.
When the courts moved in to make
him comply, the little segregationist shut down and thus became a
symbol of the last ditch South.
From this level of attention, Maddox went on to become governor although he did not receive the majority of the votes of his state.
But a strange new image is
emerging from the governor's
mansion during the three months
he has been in office. He has said
repeatedly that he is determined to
become the "little man's" governor
unbeholden to any major political
bloc.
Hubert
ago
weeks
Two
Humphrey made a visit to Georgia
and at the close of the session, the
Vice President and the Georgian
left the Executive Mansion arm in
arm. This photograph, which was
flashed around the world startled
the liberal supporters of Humphrey
and caused concern among some
of his staff. Equally as startled,
however, were the Southerners
who had thought they had in Maddox an unyielding ram rod defender of the racist way of life. Yet,
segregationists had no more reason to believe that Maddox had deserted them, than had the liberals
to believe that the Vice President
had joined the"Dixiecrat camp.
On the other hand, the Georgia governor is a great admirer of
former Gov. George Wallace of
Alabama. Wallace has threatened
to bolt the Democratic Party and
along with his wife is uncompromisingly aligned against the further integration of schools. Maddox on the other hand, has said
that he is a loyal Democrat and has

A sharp cleavage of views on much on philosophical grounds as it is;
what course the civil rights movement on the tactical means of reaching the
should now take threatens the unity ultimate objective.
that once prevailed and gave effectiveEach camp in this divergence of
ness to the struggle for equality. The views has its own prophets and discisplit is threefold and may have disas- ples. But many people share the opintrous consequences
for
the move- ion that the internal strife is brought
ment. In truth, it has already immobi- about by prima donnas bidding for the
lized to a point of no return the efforts spotlight of publicity as well as for
of a number of the early white con- their own brand of leadership.
By ROY WILKINS
verts to the cause of freedom.
The ultimate outcome of this conA Guest Editorial
The NAACP and the national Ur- test of personalities may well alter the
Wharlest Jackson who lived in
ban League are steadfastly at odds course of the civil rights movement.
Natchez, Miss., until Feb. 27, 1967,
with the concept of Black Power which The hope for complete emancipation
cannot write this message to you.
the leaders of the Congress for Racial from the shackles of prejudice may be
He is dead. He was murdered by a
Equality (CORE), and the Student deferred for some time to come. Such
bomb which exploded in the engine
Non Violent coordinating Committee an eventuality would play into the
of his pickup truck just after he
have been proeoting. Dr. Martin Luth- hands of the hostile forces, the Ku
had left his job at the Armstrong
er King adds his share to the dissension Klux Klan, the White Citizens Council,
Tire and Rubber Company in Natby linking, at least rhetorically, the the Confederate Underground, and the
chez.
civil rights movement with the war in National Association for the Defense of
Wharlest Jackson left a widow
Vietnam.
White People.
and five children, four girls and
He seems firm in the conviction
a boy. One day they had a husCan America maintain her claim
that the conflict in Southeast Asia and to moral leadership in a world that conband and father and that same
the battle at home for social justice are tinually questions the legitimacy of
night they had a corpse.
inseparable. To him the moral impera- that claim? How can we defend
Mr. Jackson had just been up_
tives of the struggle for freedom at freedom abroad and deny it in subgraded at the plant to the job of
home have an identity with other world stance and form to the black minority
mixer, one not held before by Neproblems to which men of good will at home? It is this strange dichotomy
gro workers.
must commit themselves without res- that waters the roots of Black Power.
Scarcely 18 months ago, on
ervation.
Before the black revolution is over,
Aug. 27„ 1965, a bomb attached to _
the car of George Metcalfe, in
Thus the schism — which was many false Negro prophets and selfish
Armstrong employee, exploded as
smothered by a confluence of events leaders will be denounced as traitors to
Metcalfe was leaving his work. He
challenging both the federal courts and the cause. A new, young generation of
lived, but was crippled for life. On
the crusaders for freedom and result- black men, honest, courageous and
March 5, he was one of the palling in the historic march from Selma clear_visioned, will conic forward to
to Montgomery — is now nearing full battle the enemies of right, justice and
bearers for his friend, Wharlest
Jackson.
flood tide. The disagreement is not as equity.

no interest in a third party movement.
Maddox has not gone overboard
as a zealous segregationist as expected. To the contrary, he has exhibited a degree of moderation on
racial matters. He has appointed one
Negro man to a relative insignificant post. When the governor held
open house last week, four escaped
Negro convicts showed up among
4,000 guests to complain of prison
mistreatment. Maddox launched an
immediate investigation asserting
that "Those men came here. They
could have been in Chicago." Later
it was revealed that another Negro
convict drowned in a cold lake where
he went to retrieve a duck for a
duck-hunting prison guard. The
guard said that the convict "volunteered" for the task. "You tell me
the number of people in the state
who believe he went in voluntarily
and I'll tell you the number of fools
in Georgia," the governor said.
Wary liberals and reformers
were cautiously laudatory when he
signed legislation repealing a law
that gave elected officials special
privileges before grand juries. Yet
they cannot get the feeling that he
is actually on their side.
There is no way to determine
at this point where Lester G. Mad_
dox will go. Can it be that some of
his enigmatic actions stem from a
lack of administrative ability as
some observers say? Or is it that
Lester Maddox is seeking a new
dimension of character and conduct
now that he heads a state of the
union?
Whatever the reason, it is still
too early to tell. It would be unwise
to assume that Maddox has cast
aside all of the fervor that marked
his pistol wielding days outside his
restaurant. About the only thing
that is certain is that there is a bit
of change in the air. And as the AL
lanta Journal and Constitution said
editorially last week: ".. . for the
time being, the change is refresh-

Speak For The Dead

•

I JACKIE ROBINSON ON

George Metcalfe is president
of the Natchez NAACP and Whar_
lest Jackson was its treasurer. If
Wharlest Jackson could write today to the American people from
coast to coast he would urge that
all of them write their Senators
and Congressmen asking them to
pass the 1967 civil rights bills.
These bills have a section which
makes t h e Wharlest Jackson
bomb_murder a Federal crime,
punishable in Federal courts.
At present, the Federal Gov_
ernment is limited to using a conspiracy statute which provides
only a fine and a short imprisonment, even for murder.
Do not be pushed to one side
on this issue.
Wharlest Jackson is dead. Viola
Liuzzo is dead. James Char,ey is
dead. Michael Schwerner is dead.
Meager Evers is dead. This list is a
long one.
Speak for the dead who were
killed in hatred and cruelty by men
who were sure the law would never
dare touch them.

column
In the portion of our
had
we
astray,
went
which
compared the Percy situation
Senator
with the dilemma of
California.
of
Kuchel
Thomas
Senator Kuchel,
who has a splendid civil rights
record also
shied away from
sponsoring t h e
h o u sing
open
bill.
While we deplore the Percy
position — a n d
AOKI/0011
deeply regret the
Kuchel position,

It is easy and it sounds noble
to say that — in such circuits.
stances the Senator from California ought to go down fighting
with his principles. But in politics, the art of compromise is
a factor.

It

And I do believe there can
be compromise •vithout surrender of integrity. The Senator's
dilemma points up once more
the deep necessity for the rank
and file citizens who admire a
good man to rally to his every
stand he takes. The conservatives and the back-lashers
for our heroes. (ANP Feature)
—

ONLY IN AMERICA

The Deadbeat Is The
Winner Every Time
By HARRY GOLDEN

Mrs. Katz will give up on her
chase for the same reason.

There's an old joke which
The deadbeat exists in all
asks: What has four legs and
times and places and it is not
chases cats?
in on e y
The answer: Mrs Katz and only holding out on
which inspires him. In fact, I
her lawyer.
This mild ridile expresses in can categorize deadbeats.
cruder form the old aphorism, There's the de,dbeat in litera"The deadbeat is the winner ture: usually the uninvited
every time."
guest like the God Heracles in
A deadbeat, of Euripedes's play "Alcestis" or
course, is a man Sheridan Whiteside, the man
who doesn't want who breaks his leg in Kaufto pay his own man and Hart's "The Man Who
way. Major Hoe- Came to Dinner."
plc in the comic
strips is a basic There's the academic deadexample and so beat. the boy who stays in
is Captain Boyd school as long as he can, coland his pal Jox- lecting or failing to collect
er in Sean 0' course creidts which he
Casey's master- doesn't need since he has no
piece "Juno and the Pay. intention of going to work in
cock." The deadbeat is almost the immediate future.
invariably a wianer, he almost
On some of my lecture tours,
always succeeds in his purpose
speak at colleges and the
I
of not paying his fair share,
girls tell me they can
young
because it takes too much work
the deadbeat from
differentiate
pony
him
and effort to make
on the first date.
go-getter
the
up.
The go-getter is never romanThe Charlotte News is run. tic, he's all business; the deadring a fine szries by a young beat first.comthI: kg he ought to
reporter Pat Stith about the
aPm to cement their
Mecklenburg County cour t s. lo
pore
Pat Stith discovered that 35
per cent of the defendants fined That neat fellow who inhain these courts never pay. It bits the restaurant all day. fusis true a substantial number of sing continually with a resume
defendants pay the bailiff in or with contracts is another
ish right away. But tiss4:e oth- one. He is alv•ays on his way
to the big job and always looks
ers promise.
prepossessing enough to land
quent has not satisfied t h e It but for some reason never
court's levy, a solicitor asks does. The reason is that his
the judge to issue a writ of wife has a little income from
capias, an order for arrest. some property, or some patriBut the writ of capias is mony, and it would be shameonly as pun'tive as the pa. fmulentif he took his attention
tience of a &fluty sheriff. If from this for nothing more imthe sheriff doesr't find t h e portant than gainful employdeliquent, thr capias is tossed
into a big file in a dusty base
ment. Neither city, county nor The deadbeat which' gets us
state police are circularized re• all down is the one who doesn't
garding the name of the the Carolina Israelite. But I
deadbeat. They are not cir- pay his advertising bill (
cularized, nor does the deputy have enough trouble chasing
pursue his search because the ideas, let alone chase an unexpense is astronomical.
paid bill.

Hampton Nearing
Centennial Card
HAMPTON Va. — A predominantly
Negro college
with its roots running deep
into some of the most tragic,
bloody and historic scenes of
the Civil War will celebrate
Its 100th anniversary this
September.
Centennial year ceremonies
will begin with the opening
of the college in September
and special ceremonies will
be observed daring the ca.
tire school year 1967411.
From the campus at Hampton Institute in Virginia. a stu
dent could fire a cannon and
bit the site of the famous
battle of the ironcladg, the
Monitor and Merrimac.
He could hit the site of the
first laud battiss of the Civil
War: he could hit the site of
Lincoln's wartime visit to his

generals during the war. And
finally that student could hit
the little stone room where
the defeated Jefferson Davis
meditated in prison over the
disasters and tragedies of the
War.
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Within three years from the
war—in 1$68—a 27-year-old
Union general. Samuel C.
Armstrong, bad founded the
college using the wartime
hospital barracks as its nucleus.
Today the campus. an in"
telrated four year college.
coatains 2,000 students anti
has advanced from hist,nv
into the computer era. It will
complete four new classri,Thi
buntings this year and has
another five on the drawing
boards.
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Carmichael Aide Refuses Army nduction

These men have the distinct honor
of having attended the John A.
Andrew Clinical Society meetings
for more than 30 consecutive years
and were so cited at the recently
concluded 55th annual session of
the Society. They are (left to
right): Dr. J. A. Franklin, Mobile,
Ala.; Dr. Joseph H. Griffin, Bain-

bridge, Ga.; Dr. F. McClenton,
Nashville, Tenn.; Dr. T. Manuel
Smith, Chicago, Ill.; Dr. J. W.
Glover, Lebanon, Tenn.; and Dr.
W. J. Dowdell, the only dentist in
the group, Bessemer, Ala. Together they represent 286 years of
medical and dental service.

Seek Relief
For Airmen
At Homestead

BROOKES OFF TO ISRAEL
Ben. Zdward Brooke (R.-Mass.) and Mrs. Brooke wave
farewell at Kennedy International Airport in New York
before boarding their flight to Tel Aviv, Israel. Sen Brooke
and party will spend a week as guests of Histadrut, the
Israel Labor Federation. A highlight of the trip will be the
ground breaking ceremony in Beersheba for a Histadrut
trade school that will bear the name of Sen. Brooke.

Dick Gregory,
Others Upheld
In Eatery Case

MIAMI, Fla. — Airman
Joe Whitaker is finally getting some action from high
level officials of the Air
Force in the Pentagon about
his many problems in finding a olace for his trailerhome that has been denied
acess to trailer parks in
Dade County.
Whitaker's troubles have
been compounded since his
transfer to Homestead Air
Force Base six months ago.
He has been unable to find
a parking place for his home
trailer so he has parked it in
a lot in the residential area
of Naranga in violation of
county zoning regulations:
His
,roblems
were
increased last week when an
unknown gunman fired a
bullet into the trailer, missing his six-month-old daughter by inches. Whitaker's
wife was using the trailer
at the time so she would
be close to the Homestead
base to take
2 child to the
base hospital the next day.
A 22 caliber bullet ripped
through the trailer about 10
p.m. Whitaker being a Negro
has been unable to find a
trailer dark that would accept hira. So he lives with his
in-laws in Miami and com
mutes 75 miles a day to his
job i nthe base supply office.
The Homestead Air Force
Base commander has been
ordered to live his "high
level attention" for the next
30 days to the plight of Negro servicemen's trailer
housing problems. The directive came from Dr. Eugene Ferraro, deputy undersecretary for Manpower for
the AF, and Jack Moscowitz,
deputy assistant secretary for
civil rights and industrial relations,. Department of Defense.
Carrying
D a d e's
recommendation for action to
the highest level were Dr.
John 0. Brown, vice president, and Ben Sissel, executive director of the Community Relations Boar d.
Some 200 white air force families live in trailer camps in
South Dade and the CRB
has asked the Air Force to
declare them off-limits after
notice.

NEW ORLEANS — The terstate commerce, or
U. S. 5th Circuit Court of — That the discrimination
Appeals granted an injunction or segregation is supported
Monday against the owner and by state action.
manager of a Savannah. Ga., The 5th Circuit Court said
restaurant who had refused that there was no indication
to serve comtdian Dick Gre- that the discrimination was
gory and other Negroes.
supported by state action, but
The Appeals Court ruled "the proof was more than amthat the U. S .District Court ple otherwise and we reverse"
for the Southern District of the decision of the lower court.
Georgia had erred when it
refused to order the integration of the Burger Boy Drive.
In Restaurant in Savannah.
admitted
defendants
The
that they refused to serve
Political soothsayers, who lay frequent claim to
Negroes, but denied that they
were covered in the 1964 unusual powers of perception, are now saying they
Civil Rights Act.
see signs that lead them to believe that Gen. EisenThe act says that coverage
depends on any one of three hower in leaning in the direction of Michigan Gov.
George Romney as the 1968 Presidential candidate.
facts:
— That the restaurant serves Should the matter come to a deadlock between Romney
or offers to serve interstate
and Richard M. Nixon at the GOP convention, the
travelers.
general,
it is predicted, will throw the weight of his
That
at a substantial portion
et
,,,pf the food which the restau- prestige and influence behind Romney.
'
L rant serves has moved in ins:

Ike And Romney

ATLANTA, Ga. — A top aide I owing the urging of Carto Stokely Carmichael refused • •ichael in refusing to enter
induction into the Army, but the armed forces.
remained free until federal
authorities could come to a de- Sellers was scheduled to
take the oath at noon Monday
cision in the case.
at the XII Army Corps beadCleveland Sellers, 22, pro- quarters, but a snag developed
gram director of the Student when he admitted knowing one
Nonviolent Coordinating Com- of the persons accused of trying
mittee (SNCC), later told news to blow up the Statue of Libermen the government apparent- ty.
ly is trying to draft all civil
•
rights workers — particularly Three counter intelligence officers from nearby Ft. Mcmembers of SNCC.
"Seemingly there is a con- Pherson questioned him nearly
spiracy on the part of the an hour, then concluded tie
government to induct the whale was suited for induction.
organization," said Sellers.
Sellers was broeght into the
Sellers could receive a maxi- induction room and he refused
mum sentence of five years to take the triditional one
imprisonment if convicted of step forward for the oath. He
was taken to discuss his case
violating the Selective Service
with an Army officer in the
Act.
presence of his attorne y.
Sellers was apparently fol- Laughton McDonald of the
American Civil Liberties Union.

Gary, Ind.
Picks Negro
City Head

But when he was brought
again into the induction room,
he still refused to step forward
.
and take the oath.

SELLERS ISN'T SOLD ON ARMY
left) and the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, headed by Dr. Martin Luther
King strougly oppose U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. (UPI Telephoto)

Clevelenel Sellers, right, an aid of the Stu.
dent Non-Violent Coordinating Committee,
refused to he drafted into the Army at an
induction center in Atlanta, Ga. SNCC,
headed by Stokely Carmichael, (2d from

Sellers was permitted to
leave the induciion center and
he held a news conference outside.
down a plea by Sellers that held a news conference to re. cide " He said the white people
"I assume an attempt on the 1I he be drafted exempt because,iterate his charge that the ' forced Negro Americans to
part of the government to elim his home draft board in Den- United States was waging a live in ghettos, leaving no way
mate all young people who mark, S. C., was all white. racist war against "colored out except the Army and possible death on the battlefield.'
The City of Gary has elected are working in the black line• The case is being appealed people" in Vietnam.
He said it was clear white Carmichael said Sellers was
a Negro mayor.
ration movement," Sellers said. by the Civil Liberties Union.
While Sellers was refusing people were "trying to draft the 16th SNCC member to reVoters turned out en masse
A federal court here turned'the Army oath, Carmichael'black people to commit geno- ject the draft.
Councilmansweep
Tuesday to
at-large Richard G. Hatcher,
33, into office in the largest
pick a
American city ever
Negro mayor.
Hatcher beat incumbent A.
Martin Katz, known as a liberal a n d supported — oddly
enough — by numerous prominent Negroes.
Early in the day, political observers in Gary had all but
counted Hatcher out. They had
figured that in the Steel City,
with its 55 per cent Negro
population, a Negro could not
win the mayoial race unless
there was an unusually large
turn-out at the polls.
Population aside, 48,000-odd
whites are registered to vote in
Gary, as against 44,000-odd Negroes.
At the mid-point in the voting
day, voting had been reported
light. The big turn-out for
Hatcher occurred in the hour
before the polls closed. ,
Hatcher's victory was only a
primary election victory. But
there was scant cr - estion in
anyone's mind that he would
be Gary's next mayor. Republicans were carrying on a primary race in Gary, too, but
since Gary hasn't elected a
GOP mayor in half a century,
t was taker. for granted that
Hatcher's victory in the Democratic primary guaranteed him
the post of mayor.
PROGRAM # 184
Mayor Katz conceded Hatcher's victory in a jammed city
council chamber at 10 p.m.
At that stage of the game,
120 out of 131 precincts had given Hatcher 18,227 votes, as
against 16,107 for Katz.
There was a third man in the
race: Bernard Konrady, brother
of a dead Indiana state senator
and himself a Gary businessPrizes in this program!
man who had run as a Catholic
opposed to open occupancy,
wound up with 12.092 votes. It
was more than anyone had expected him to get — but far
short of being enough.
There also were half a dozen
CoffrithtVi 114611966—X1R10111alioned StratetieNoldwadising 90 Park eiseellet.C.
other candidates in the mayoral
primary; but the votes all of
them received were trifling.
Katz, 51, had fought to hold
on to the coalition of whites and
Negroes which put him in office in 1963. Konrady, 51, had
campaigned almost entirely in
white areas, appealing strictly
for white votes.
Hatcher, meanwhile, had campaigned on a "let the majority
rule" platform. Gary is about
55 per cent Negro — and apparently the majority did rule
in Tuesday's election.
Meanwhile in Sunflower City,
Miss., Negroes failed to win a
single contest in a municipal
WELL
$199
election there despite the fact
they held a majority of votes
CLEANED "
in the small rural town near
Sen. James 0. Eastland's
home.
The veteran mayor and five
incumbent aldermen — all
white — were re-elected over a
slate of Negro candidates who
launched an historic effort to
take over City Hall.
••••1.
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GET YOUR NEW GAME BOOK TODAY

SHOP THESE°A&P FEATURES!

Bacon Ends &Pieces

)
-1

TUNA
A 6 soz 09

lbs. 990

Sweet

""W Cans Av

yellow

Pork Chitterings

CORN39
For 39
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b.

r choiceSTEAK SALE

Turnip - Mustard

GREENS

Bunch 10C

.SULTANA
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FORT DODGE. HAS IT

'57 DODGE

South's Newest and Fastest 616011./M Dodge Dealer

3390 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH •WH1TEHAVEN
PHONE:398-4130

WITH FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING
FULL FACTORY EQUIPMENT

$69 DOWN $69 MONTH

I
Open Every Day & Night
Sundays 1-6 P.M.

A&P Grapefruit Juice
460z

WATERMELON

4 Cans 990
Large
r

Red
Ripe

990

SHOP THESE A&P STORES!

413 N. Cleveland

•

1500 S. Lauderdale

4770 POPLAR AVE. • 4780 SUMMER AVE. • 2829 LAMAR AVE. • 2473 POPLAR AVE.
3463 SUMMER AVE. • 3561 PARK AVE. • 2130 FRAYSER • HWY. 51-SOUTHAVEN, MISS.
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short black gown, she and her
By ERMA LEE LAWS
..... 'The poor man is not one Air Force hubby are just back
who is without a cent, but from two years in Turkey and
•
he who is without a left Monday for five years in
Japan. They were visiting nis
dream". Harry Kemp.
▪
— We vote -yea," for the Al- folks, the Askews on Trigg and
has to repeat their perform- her folks, the Robert Shavers
.nee of -Un Bal Masque" on Fourth; Vera (Mrs. Gerald)
'N'hich they sponsored Friday Howell ultra smart in a short
-night at Club Paradise. It black lace gown setting her
was fun discovering who was blondness off perfectly and just
..behind the many beautiful scads of others.
--masks. Imagination and crea- After the ball Modean and
-Away ran wild — there were Harry Thompson had breakutterflies. flowers. lorgnettes, fast for their guests at their
--plumes and you fabulously home on Edward. There everybody relaxed in the comfortable
...name it.
7„. Prizes of bubbling cham- surroundings, kicking off shoes
fagne were as' arded Thelma and gabbing while the hosts
up
sausage, eggs,
-.Mrs. Robert) Howse. whose cooked
gorgeous chicken livers with rice, hot
lack
mask with
-"lace insets and flowers biscuits, with assorted jellies
...watched her dress; Peggy and piping hot coffee.
Good party friends with hale
=Mrs. Harper) Brewer, a pink
▪ butterfly with matching pink and hearty appetites were Jean
-.shell and long hot pink skirt, and Robert Yarbrough, Mary
"
..I:4nd
.
yours truly with a pink I and Howard Robertson, Doris
daughter of Mr. and Mrs James C. White; Hattie Howard,
EIGHT DEBUTANTES who will be among 49 presented on
-...isequinned mask with elon. and Pete Frieson. Helen and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Dean, and Shelia Rodgers,
Friday night, May 5, at the Club Paradise, are seen here
gated plumes bearing touches Rip Burns and their cousin
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Whitt- High school and a member of
Corrine
Emory
from
Chicago,
daughter of Mr. and Mis. Emmit Rodgers. Standing from
anxiously awaiting the afiair sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi
of pink sequins and a jeweled
home of Bells, Tennessee, an- the Moderates Bridge club.
.lorgnett. We give credit to ar. Eli abeth and Michael Romby, nounce the engagement of their Mr. Young attended Tennes
left are Misses Carolyn Abron, daughter of Mr, and Mrs.
fraternity. Seated from left are Misses Brenda Smith daughtistic Horace King for creating she was pretty in a long coral daughter,
Josephine see A & I State university
Miss
Ernest Abron, and Shirley Anderson, daughter of Rev. and
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis. Cottrell; Arlicia Tate, daughter
Our mask, which we thorough- chiffon tent with the jeweled Whitthorne, to Mr. William F. served in the U. S. Air Force,
Mrs. Andrew Anderson. (Hooks Bros. Photos)
of Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Tate, Jr., Elizabeth Senter, daughiy enjoyed wearing. They didn't collar; Mary and John Child- Young, Jr., son of Mr. and and is currently an officer
Simpson,
ter
of
Thomas
Senter;
Carmen
Mr.
and
Mrs.
gi-e but three prizes so every- ers, Zernia and Jake Peacock. Mrs. William F. Young, Sr., of with the Memphis Police de
'body couldn't win but other she was wearing a pretty short 2938 Rozelle.
partment.
-contestants
wearing
equally lace gown with a pink rose:
resides
The wedding is planned for
bride-elect,
who
The
beautiful masks were Helen Elsie and Ted Branch, Vera at 1867 Waverly Avenue, is a June 3 at the St. Andrew AME
and
George
Clark
and
the
first
;Mrs. Longino) Cooke, coquettyping instructor at Carver church.
tish in a feline mask of blue lady of Alphadom was striking
with
white
jeweled
shell
feathers around her eye glass- in a
Seymour and her pretty little decline both invites because
es and white luminous sequins a black short skirt, Helen Laiiren were here visiting her of John's health.
tbutlining the lenses, the blue Thompson who was co-hosting folks Juanita and Johhny ArPert Armendia Young was
-matched her swinging earrings, with her brother and sister in nold. Dr. Lawrence who has here over the week-end from
law,
escorted
by Robert Mosby
'7and she wore a white gown
) rank of Jg. in the Navy Laurel, Mississippi chaperon
with a gold jeweled mask and Velma Lois Jones, Marie Den- had to remain on his post. ing her National Thespians
white plumes in the center son and Olivia Ross.
Juanita Janet and Frances who're students at Leontyne
Yours truly was just too Hooks drove up to Nashville Price's Alma Mater, Oak Park
:complimenting her gold and
-white gown and Cecelia (Mrs. stingy to open the prized bottle over the weekend to see John; High. She teaches there along
Westley in a mask of champagne, too thrilled over III "Twiffy" and his bride with Regina Ellis, who is the
=If white plumes and lorgnette it, I should've said.
Judith and Frances' children sister of Mollie Fields, Hazel
Saturday morning the mem- Pat and Carlos Gray. Suave Lee and Donald Jackson, who
ewhicb went perfectly with her
-white gown featuring plumes bers of Delta Sigma Theta Johnny has another feather in naturally rolled out the red
Sorority were holding sway in his capped, the Coca Cola ac- carpet for her.
:at the hemline.
▪ As a prelude to the climatic the Chisc . Ballroom with their count for his public relations
The group took in "Gypsy"
prizes for almost firm.
Zour of the delightful evening featured
at Front St. Theatre, visited
=he men of Alpha formed their ships and a contribution to the
restaurateur The Art Gallery, Chucalissa
Chicago
And
Bolivia
hospital in
:brotherhood circle and sang mental
Blanchard
Joyner
was
here to Indian Village and took a boat
...the Alpha Phi Alpha hymn, which is a project of the local visit his brother, Leonard Joyn- ride on the Memphis Queen
Mith Harold Winfrey in the chapter in accord with one of er and cousins, Mrs. Eth2.1 besides going over to Arkansas
-.venter directing and taking the their national projects, Mental Smith, and her daughter Velma
Petite Mertis Ewell winged
-41010 part. George Clark, is the Health. Besides the money the Lois Jones and niece Margaret off to Greenville, Miss., where
=enial president and Harry service organization of college Mann. He had just left when she attended the Sigma Orchid
...Thompson is "Mr. Social Chair- trained women also presented his niece Joe Ann Longley cam Ball as guests of her cousins,
750 sheets and pillow cases
from Berkeley to visit nis Dr. and Mrs. James Hughes
in a sea of hi-styled and to the hospital.
of Columbus.
Mrs. Willie Yates, mother of brother and her father. The
..etothing short of fabulous gowns
Luncheonhis
-Gladys
fame
of
And the Grand Exalted Ruler
were Dot (Mrs. Walter) Evans, fifteen children was named ette" is widespread in Chicago,
of
the Elks, Hobson R. Rey7,1n a white sequinned gown, "Mother of the Year" and was and noted for its delicious nolds of Philadelphia and his
*.she's representing our town given a standing ovation plus soulfood.
lady Eeve Lynn, were here over
oh
well as one of the nation's hugs and kisses from her Also here from the Windy the week-end attending the
• best dressed women in the May proud children. 'Twas really City was Joe Black, former Elks State Convention. A lady
issue of Ebony
magazine; a touching scene as the Delta major league pitcher who spoke of great charm she has
Wilma (Mrs. Leonard) Camp Ensemble sang a tribute to her to the American Marketing authored several books of poebell. willowy and a study in spelling out the word "Mother" Association. The articulate and
try and is a member of the
sophistication in a long black with beautiful meanings for equally handsome Joe is a Philly Links.
each
letter.
and white gown which was so
graduate of Morgan State Col- Here and There . . . Marie
very different; Maria (Mrs. Ida Bullard, a senior at lege and is a Market Specialist
Bradford got worried about
Carver
High
and
daughter
of
Charles) Pinkston. looking like
with the Greyhound Corpora- the tornado in Chicago and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Steve
Bullard
a Grecian goddess in blue
tion.
called her sister. Helen to find
'chiffon draped over one should- was crowned -Junior Miss
Another celebrity in town was her safe and sound, making
1967".
-er; Gladys (Mrs. Edward)
favorite son, Charles Lloyd, big plans to study in Austria
Reed also looked like she'd Ernestine Cunningham is the who was here for two hours is summer with
another
been in the company of the likeable president of the sorori- Saturday with the other mem- schoolmarm.
ty.
gods and her sea green tunic
bers of his Quintet visiting Dora (Mrs. William J.) Reid,
of Mr. and Mrs. John Mobley, and Patricia Bounds, daughalso featured the one shoulder Interest has reached "fever his folks Ruth and John Parker of Pensacola a national director
READY FOR THE BALL — These seven young Women will
,out; Mose Yvonne (Mrs. Rob- pitch" in anticipation of Jose- and kid sister Johniece on of the Co-Ette Club, Inc and
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Mose Bounds. Standing, same order,
be przlented during the annual Debutante Ball sponsored by
ert HI Hooks, flashing her phine Norman's "Elegance Un- Claremount. He had just sister of the founder Mary
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity on Friday night, May 5, at Club
are Misses Grace Senter, daughter of Mrs. Martha Senter;
-beautiful smile was winsome limited", where she'll display played an open air concert on Agnes (Mrs. Edward) Davis
Georgette Alexander, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Paradise. Seated from left are Misses Diana Smith, daughter
,in a long white gown with in fashions and hair styles all the campus of the University of Detroit, is one of the best
Alexander, and Gwendolyn Brooks, daughter of Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Williams; Barbara Tappan, daugh,ostrich plumes at the top.
her artistic talents at Club of the South in Sewanee a n d dressed women in Ebony.
daughter
ter
of
Mr.
Mobley,
Mrs.
B.T. Brooks.
and
Mrs.
F.
l'appan;
Brenda
Elegantly gowned were Elsie Paradise this Sunday night just had enough time to enjoy Club Circuit .. .Like mother,
.(Mrs. Melvin, Jr.) Malunda in May 7, at 8 p.m.
his favorite Spanish rice, chick- like daughter, and Cora Beteet' goes with it
•a short champagne lace tiered Josephine is the well known en, and lemon pie his mom mother, Mrs. Emma Patterson
Then it was to the serious
*own; Joyce (Mrs. Lloyd) proprietor of Dee Dees of had prepared for him.
is an excellent hostess and so business of the evening, bridge,
downtown • 'anion ave.
.Weddington a striking picture Memphis which is always He's playing a concert May is the daughter. All of Cora's and lucky prize winners were
senthland mall
in a long white gown with crammed full of our town's 4, at New York's Music Hall talents were in display when Celestine Roberson, a bottle of
short matching coat; Nell most fashionable fashionables. and will leave the next day whe feted the Utopian Bridge cologne; Carri, a gold filigre
Mrs. Thero n) Northcross Pretty models who will show for Russia and will be there Club at her home on Shadow- tissue holder; and guest Van'sparkling in a long red se- off clothes from the "Clothes from the 7th through the 11th. lawn.
ette Watson, garnered cologne.
fashion spec;alists in sizes 18 to 60 and 16/
+twinned gown; Denise (Mrs. Closet" are Dorothy Walk, Hear tell he's the first musi- Prexy Dorothy Akins was at Other members present were
1
2to 32/
1
2
beauty
Welch.
always
a
Bobby)
Gilda Lee Hill, Barbara Jones, cian in the U.S. to receive a the helm and Carrie Young con- Shirley McDonald, Toni Veasle
'and wearing a black sequinned Marcelene Turner, Claudine bid from the Soviet Union. In ducted a bridge quiz. Of course Mableen Lloyd, Jo Ann Melton.
Modean (Mrs. Penn, Sara Bridgeforth, Rose June the versatile artist will all of this was after they en- Clara Partee, Jimmie McClure,
short shift,
Harry) Thompson, sophisticate Ingram, Georgia Garner and play in the music festival in joyed the delicious chicken Helen
Juanita
Jone
and
in a 'long pink gown tresses Ann Evans.
Norway. Ruth and John had to salad
and everything that Crump.
a
Riled atop her head and caught Beautiful
coiffures ranging
Velma
avith743ink jewels; and
from wiglets, au naturelle, falls
'Lois:Jones, stunning in a gorand tints will be shown by
geous pink Grecian gown with Pamela
Starks, Carol Earls,
a collar of jewels atop the Deborah
Jefferson,
Yvonne
flowing panels which were over Mitchell,
Twyla Miles, Marsha
sheath that was jeweled Turner,
Sidney Pickens and
complete
from the knee down to the Loran Mitchell.
nemIine,
Well-known danseuse Norma
in
all
leading
U.S.
Cities
Warehouses
Still other fashionables espied Griffin will
size. 38 to 52
present her dance
were Gloria (Mrs. Willie E. Jr.) group and song
stylist Mertis
Lindsey, looking good in a Ewell and
Henri will warble
cool, comfortable sieepwear
greerr gown; Angie (Mrs. the latest melodies. Y'all come!
BANKAMERICARD•
set
will delight Mom
James) Hawkins, in a long Ever
so often we get too
on May 14... gown and
multi colored seeuinned gown; long winded for the space alDorothy (Mrs. Ben Tuggle, in loted us and
100% HUMAN
matching robe fashioned
something gets
short jeweled white evening cut off. Well anyway we were
BUY DIRECT AND
HAIR
WIG
of
pare cotton with crinkled
Addison.
ensemble; Eleanor
talking about Chris Roulhac
SAVE
UP
finish
that assures washability
here from Chicago where she's . . . he's director of the
with
no
a schoolmarm to attend the Columbus St. Branch YMCA
ironing . . . delicate
50% OR MORE
ball with her fiancee, Alpha in Philly, and when he and
floral print with shirred neck.
man..,.,eorge Cox, was smart his family lived here he was
WE HAVE EVERY COLOR
line ...choose blue or pink.
in a black and white evening Director of the Abe Scharff
coat; Leath (Mrs, Peter) Jones YMCA. His wife Nell is speakSEE US FOR
wearing a long blue lame ing this Saturday at the Delta's
MAIL ORDERS. add .50c postage piss
EXPERT STYLING
sheath; Sallie (Mrs. Caffrey) Breakfast for Milady at Knox4% tax for TOM. delivery.
Bartholomew, glowing in a ville College.
Our Wigs Are...
pink shell and long skirt; MatSPECIAL
FREE HEAD FORM
tie (Mrs. Whittier) Sengstacke, It was spearheaded by Ann
•Adjestable • Venitated
1411-111IMA DE WIOS
Oft
elegant in a long blue sheath, Bartholcmew Harris who is a
WITH EACH WIG
Joyce (Mrs. Howard) Pinkston, Counselor and teacher at the
•Finest Workmanship
1
111
=
pretty in pink; Walterine (Mrs. college. An active Delta, Nell
•
$125.00 Value
John) Ottlaw, in a short black was national President of the
gown; Jessie (Mrs. Willie) Jack and Jills. Inc., while
Presley, lovely in a long white living here and was a charter
TO 5:30
A line gown, she was too shy',ember of the Memphis Links,
DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN
• 1274436
to come up for the mask con- Inc.
UNION AVE. • 1112 UNION
THURS.
• 274.2045
test, Evelyn (Mrs William) Sallie Bartholomew and MelCORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
WHITEHAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALI. • 39$.11064
.7Iobertson in a powder bhp' ha Briscoe plan to journey to
III 8:30
short gown. Roberta l Mr Knoxville for the breakfast.
Robert) Askew pretty in a
In and out of town .. .Janet

.
1.

••••••

Carver High Teacher
To Marry Policeman

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE

DAILY

MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

Mother's Day thought...
lovely crinkle eotton
gown-and-robe set

8.00

100% Human Hair

WIGS

TO

$59"

OPEN DAILY
PHONE MON CLAIRE INC 10:00
14 NO. MAIN STREET

527-3619

'Ar

STOUT SHOPPE
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Scenes From First Annual "Miss Future Nurse" Ball

A
THE CORONATION ,CEREMONY — Miss
Selena Watson, center, places crown of
"Miss Future Nurse" on head of Miss Delores Hawkins during first annual Future
Nurses Ball held recently at Club Rosewood, and seen at left is first runner-up,
Miss Gjaundell Fisher. The ball will be an

annual affair of the Beta Chi chapter of Chi
Eta Phi Sorority, Inc., to raise funds for
scholarship purposes and to encourage
young women to enter nursing. It is hoped
that the project will alleviate the critical
shortage of nurses.

CONTESTANTS AND ESCORTS — Contestants in the first
annual "Miss Future Nurse" centests are seen here at
Club Rosewood with their escorts. From left are Miss Jacqueline Hudson and Erskine Rideout, Miss Gjaundell Fisher

"MISS FUTURE NURSE" AND COURT — Miss Delores
Hawkins, wearing crown, is the winner of the "Miss Future Nurse" contest sponsored by the Beta Chi chapter of
chi Eta Phi Sorority, and she is seen with members of her
court. From left are Misses Gjaundell Fisher, first runnerup; Delores Hawkins, "Miss Future Nurse;" and Linda
Coleman, second-runner-up. •

and Ronald Moore, Miss Delores Hawkins and Larry Scruggs,
Miss Linda Coleman and Peter Johnson, Miss MondeHa
Suggs and James Nave, Miss Phyllis Powell and Terrell
Aytchan, and Miss Frankie Smith and Earnest Moore.

CONGRATULATING WINNER — The top
three contestants in the "Miss Future
Nurse" contest are seen here just as Miss
Delores Hawkins, center, was announced
as the winner of the title. Coggratulations
are extended to her by Miss Linda Coleman, right second runner-up, as Miss
Gjuandell Fisher, first runner-up, offers

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS — Awards were presented
to top three contestants in the "Miss Future Nurse" contest
by Miss Jessie Venson, extreme right, basileus of the Beta

her hand in congratulations. Miss Hawkins,
a Father Bertrand High school junior, Is
the first winner in the contest sponsored by
sorority of registered nurses. Miss Fisher
is a senior at Booker T. Washington High
school, and Miss Coleman a Manassas High
junior.

Chi chapter of Chi Et* Phi sorority. Accepting them, trona
left, are Xisses Gjaundell Fisher, Delores Hawkins, "Mimi
Future Nurse:" and Linda Coleman.

6

BETA CHI CHAPTER of Chi Eta Phi Sorority, Inc., a
group of registered nurscs, made this striking photograph
during the first annual "141-4 Future Nurse" ball at the Club

Rotewtxxl. From left ant Soror Jessie Venson, beams:
Rubye Hines, Laura KInchlow, Gertrude Holley, Sarah

Hurt, Bernice Walker, Jency Mitchell, Eugesia Smith, Frantic Redden, :,11Ilan Thompson, Selena Watson. Ethel Murrey

and Beatrice Payne. Not shown is Sorer Edith Ha11111111111161,
(Hooks Bros. Photos.)
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TRENTON NEWS

SPORTS
HORIZON

Baptist church.
Billy Joe Clark, who is April 23.
stationed in Texas, was home The Pre-School Clinic was Mr. Elvis Linthos Wade, sonRosenwald in-law of the late Mr. B. F.
with his family for the funeral started
at the
of his father, Mr. James Clark. school on May 1, at 12:30 p.m. Harris, died at his home at
on April 27,
Mrs. Alberta Brown is in The parents are urged to 308 Paradise ave.
held on
was
funeral
the
and
bedsodc
the
St. Lonis, Mo., at
bring all children who will be
Marthe
at
30,
April
Sunday,
of Mrs. Lucille Sanderford.
six years of age before Oct.
CME church
'Tjibernacle
tin
to
asked
is
child
Mrs. F a nnie Porter of 31. Each
with Rev. L. A. Stamps giving,
Toledo, Ohio, is visiting in bring a birth certificate.
the eulogy.
the home pf her sister, Mrs. Services from Martin TaberMartha Moore, wife of
Will Cox.
nacle CME church are broad- Mrs.
has been admitted
Moore,
T.
J.
Miss Shirley Herron is here cast each Sunday at 3 p.m.
General hospital.
Gibson
the
to
from Champaign, Ill., visit- Mrs. Willie Bell Barnett is
has reing her mother and members in St. Louis visiting with her Mrs. Dorothy Wadeafter rejob
her
daughter, Mrs. Mary String- turned to
of the family.
covering from injuries received
Joe Blake more is a patient fellow and family.
here
is
Barnett
Carrie
in an automobile accident.
at the Madison County hospital. Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie Garrett is con- from Benton Harbor, Mich., The Tennessee Voters' Counvisiting her mother, Mrs. Mary cil presented their annual
fined to her bed.
meeting
Registration
Mrs. Mary Hinon is very ill Heron.
Voter
Rev. Heny Overall of Dyer, last Friday night at the Gibin her home.
Perry Williams celebrated Tenn., a retired CME minister son Center. John Hamilton is
his 86th birthday a few weeks died on April 25 at his home president, and Charles Lee
after several years of failing secretary.
ago.
has moved health. His funeral was held at
Fennessee
Ossie
coach
head
Branch,
C.
at Woodstock, *sill Joe
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Burnett
to a new location in the Willis the Dyer CME church.
in Nashville recently to
were
of Capleville High school. Among the per- Chapel community.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wade is a
daughter, Zelma.
the
at
his
sonalities in basketball speaking
Sam Folks passed in the patient at the Gibson County visit
the mammoth
forget
Don't
UCLA,
of
Wooden
John
Coach
were
clinic
home of his daughter, Mrs. General hospital.
the Rosenwald
at
held
be
to
tea
Coach Adolph Rupp of the University of Whitson in Milan, Tenn. The Funeral services for Mrs.
May 14.
Sunday,
on
Kentucky, and former star "Easy Ed" Ma- funeral was held at the Pres- Mamie Ganaway were held school
invited.
is
Everyone
Hill
Spring
the
byterian church on Sunday, last Sunday at
cauley.

MINININIMIBy BILL UTT4111111•111111111.11,

CHICAGO — Recently here held the top spot seven times,
in the Windy City everything and the forwards and centers
was in a confused state. Within were leaders on six occasions.
48 hours over 40 people had The sound UCLA taskmaster
been killed by a violent torna- predicted that the centers will
do. five scholastic track meets soon take over. With Alcindor,
were scheduled in 30 degree a seven-foot-plus phenom
weather, and the Cubs made most dynamic force to hit t
an unprecedented move by an- collegiate ranks since Wilt
nouncing during its game with Chamberlain left Philadelphia
Pittsburgh that the contest set Overbrook to play at Kansas,
for the following day would be UCLA can expect two more
cancelled because of inclementiyears of incredible play from
weather. A few hours after the,the agile New Yorker.
completion of the Wrigley Field John Benington of Michigan
game, snow, a form of precipr State said he would have to be BA.SKETBALL COACHES' CLINIC — Three
tation Chicagoans felt they careful with recruiting since
school baskethad more than their share of, the Big Ten Commissioner was prominent Memphis area high
the two-day
present
for
were
coaches
ball
in the same hotel. "I've finishcovered the ground.
A local television showed an ed my second season and I Mid-America Coaches Clinic held in Chic-a'
appropriate film about Na- don't know all the conference go April 22, 23, and seen taking a break
tonal Football League action rules yet," Benington face- are Eddie Harris, assistant coach at Woodpresenting ''Gale Sayers & tously commented. Benington stock High; Sam Montgomery, head coach
Co." — crackling color special told of some of the pitfalls of
of the Chicago Bears in action coaching. He was concerned
during the 1966 season. .and about being hung in effigy
featuring the incredible foot- after his first game as Sti
age of Gale Sayers, the Na- Louis U. coach only to learn
tional Football Legue's newest from his wife that it was done
said he was Bullets and the Pistons finat halftime. According to Bensuper-star.
NEW YORK —(UP!)— The The signing, for an estimated Lew Alcindor,
their respective
This is not to say that the ington, Kansas State takes out
$300400, gave the Pistons a "very pleased with the signing, ished last in
Detroit Pistons made their bid
divisions.
with
playing
be
will
I
now
and
rest
station's producers don't ex- its agony on losing coaches in
the
over
jump
one-day
to get out of the National
a c a demic
atmosphere.
pert. summer to come to Chi- an
During his collegiate career,
of the NBA, as the annual the team I want to."
EastAssociation's
Basketball
cago, but subsequent shows "Doug Weaver showed me
under- Detroit won the right to ne- Walker led Porvidence to sucgets
draft
player
college
ern Division cellar Tuesday
were to follow weekly with the where he had been hung 82
way today.
gotiate with Walker, their cer- cessive titles in the Holiday
when they signed major college
Madison
Iithe
near
in
times
effigy
It
of
Joy
"The
likely titles of
No. 1 draft pick, when Basketball Festiaal at
tain
30.4
scoring king Jimmy Walker of Walker, who averaged
the
won
and
All," (Washington Redskins); brary," Benington quipped. On
Garden
Square
the
with
toss
Providence to a four-year con- :mints per game to win the they won a coin
Plar
Valuable
"The Spectacle of a Sport" officiating Benington said it is
Most
scoring crown against UCLA's Baltimore Bullets. Both the Festival's
tract.
(Super Sport): Always with ridiculous to try to officiate,
Style," Baltimore Colt s); and officials do a ridiculous
"Sundays A r e for Keep s,;; job. Beington finally got around
(New York Giants); "Por- to talking about the Spartan's
trait of a Coach," (Joe Ku- defense.
ill
harich); "The Name of the MA1TER OF CONSCIENCE
Game," (Minnesota Vikings) Most of the questioning of
IBM EYES VA. STATE—James Bishop, a representative
and -Double Dog-Blitz-Wild- Reed had been aimed at atIBM, discusses job opportunities with William Freefrom
tempting to get the Bic Ten
cat" (St. Louis Cardinals),
Virginia State College senior in business administraman,
r
.
to
concede
Commissione
that
MENTOR
NCAA CHAMPS'
200 recruiters, more than half of them repreNearly
tion.
In the loop, two events and he and the conference were too
senting business, industry, and government, will have been
ironically both were headquar-iharsh in penalizing Illinois
tered at the Sheraton-Chicago;coaches and players involved in
on the Petersburg campus of Virginia State College during
created a great amount of the Much fund.
the 1966-67 academic year to offer an ever-expanding variety
interest among cage fans and "It is never easy to hurt anyof positions to graduating seniors.
followers of the basketball one," Reed testified in the sea•
e
in
tb
Sheraton-Chicago
"slush fund" scandal that re- sion
suited into the tendering of HoteL "To hurt anyone is the
resignations by three Univer- least of my ambitions. But if in
sity of Illinois coaches. Re- being right it is necessary to
signing after Illinois was se- hurt someone, then it must be LANSING, Mich. (UPI) — teen-agers. There were dozens
verely censured by Big Ten done.
of them roaming around in
Gangs of young Negroes hurled
different groups."
Athletic Directors and Faculty "It is a matter of c o ii
rocks at passing cars Monday Baldwin said reportedly two
head science."
were
Representatives
football coach Pete Elliott,
night near the area where persons were injured.
head basketball Coach Harry
"One was cut by flying glass
racial violence broke out last
Combes and his assistant Youth
and the other claimed to have
summer.
Howie Braun.
been beat up."
During the week-end at the
Police said most of the inci• •
More than 70 cars, including dents happened after a dance
same time Big Ten Commissioner Bill Reed was being suba few police cruisers, were at the West Junior High School
jected to a Illinois state legis- NEW YORK —(UPI)-- The:
let out.
Youth damaged by the youths during Cruisers were sent from
States
United
lative hearing over the penal- first
entered
teams
with
Games,
sporadic incidents which lasted other parts of the city to the
ties dished out to Mini coaches
and players, (One of the play- from 12 cities throughout the nearly three hours. There were area to quell the disturbance.
here this
ers was Rich Jones who has country, will be held
Last August police armed
r arrests.
since withdrawn from school summer, Mayor John V. Lindwith bayonets and ax handles
and has expressed an interest say announced.
patrolled another nearby Ne"We don't know how many
to play his year of elibibility Preliminary competition will
gro area and arrested persons.
there
but
involved
were
youths
Memphis State during the be held in all 12 cities with
Eleven persons injured in two
police
Lansing
1968-19e) season) the Mid- the finals expected to be at were a lot,"
nights of brawling and rockDennis Baldwin said. throwing.
America Coaches Clinic was various New York athletic officer
young
all
mostly
were
"They
rounding up a three-city tour areas Aug. 17-20.
with Hojn Wooden of UCLA's The cities, in addition to New
NCAA Champions; Adolf Rupp, York, are Atlanta, Baltimore,
winner of 760 contests in 925 New Orleans, Pittsburgh, St.
Light Meat
starts at the University of Ken- Louis, San Juan, San Francisco
Benington of and Washington.
tucky: John
0
Chunk Style.
Michigan State; Ed Macauley. Lindsay told a news conplayer
former Boston Celtics
ference the games were two
and coach of the St. Louis years in planning and will inHawks; and Walt Shublom, clude track and field, basketLOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
who in his 12-year tenure as ball, bowling and other sports.
Four Kentucky Derby horses
head coach of Kansas City, Private sponsors will finance
VI BONO
turned in good final workouts
Kansas, W y andotte High both the nationwide games in
T
GOVERNMEN
at muddy Churchill Downs toSchool has led his Bulldogs to New York and the preliminary
.FOOD
STAMPS
Satur
for
preparation
in
day
eight state championships and competition across the country.
day's turf classic, but Proud
three runners-up, serving as Each city is expected to enter
Clarion went so poorly that
clinicians.
teams of 82 boys and girls in
trainer Loyd Gentry considerAmong Wooden's opening re- the events, which is intended
ed withdrawing the colt if the
Marks the coach of the unde- to be the highlight of the sumis still muddy Saturday.
track
feated Bruins took a swipe at mer recreational programs in
the recent basketball rule each of the cities.
i'roud Clarion worked out 1
change which will outlaw the "We feel," said Lindsay,
and one-eight miles in 1:58 and
dunk shot.
had trouble with the footing.
"that this event, bringing to"We're going to be a good gether youngsters from differ"I am going to talk to Mr.
team next year regardless of ent parts of the country for
Galbreath (the owner) later
the rule," Wooden matter-of- fully supervised sports compt- ACCUSED KLANSMAN this morning and will recomfactly stated as he continued tition and exposure to each Turner Cheney, 36, of Winthrop mend that we will not run
his lectaire on baskeball phi- other and to our city, is unique Harbor, Ill., reputed grand Saturday if the track is in the
losphy. Wooden's answer to and of tremendous value."
dragon of the Illinois Klu Klux same condition because I know
Rupp wit_ had appeared earlier "The Youth Games should Klan, ponders his fate as he my horse doesn't like it,
and statia he felt Lew Alcindor become the major youth sports stares out a window in the "Gentry said. "He just pinned
didn't let the ball low enough event in the world today." Criminal Court Building. Che- kin ears at the top of the
on the pivot was succinctly re- The project was tested last ney was arrested at his home stretch and wouldn't run freefuted with a half smile. "I summer when, in a pilot pro- yesterday and charged with so- ly."
told Lew at the beginning of gram, a team of youngsters licitation to commit murder in
The rain stopped at m i dthe season that he didn't have from New York City defeated a plot to kill Robert Schmidt,
I•.
and the weather man
morning
to be a scorer but I can't see teams representing Boston and 41, a Milwaukee klansman.
clear skies for the
predicts
how our opponents are going Washington in the Eastern
rest of the week, however.
41to keep you from it.' "If Lew Youth Sport Festival.
Damascus, the favorite, was
C.
doesn't do all the scoring then
drilled a mi1e in 1:41 one-fifth
that keeps Lucious, (Allen)
5
Pkg.
Lb.
59C
Reg.
COTTON
hth
KING
and completed 1 and one-eig
Micke, (Warren) and Shack
miles in 1:54. Successor went
or
(Lynn Shackleford) happy, of
six furlongs in 1:15 and then
course. John is happy."
1:29
.FRED MONTESI Reg. 55C Lb. Pkg.iir
finished seven furlongs in
Wooden was the first to adNH
WHO LEAos
over the sloppy track.
mit that his current NCAA
IN"HAT-TRICKS"?
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, exeludhig
It rained steadily throughout
king-pins were not as adept Two lawyers hired by suspendvalue of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products mod
hours as Diplomorning
the
tobacco also excluded in compliance with state hew.
at applying the famed UCLA ed yocky Manuel Ycraza conthe Fare also
Ask
and
Way
mat
One coupon per family. Copper expires al•de•sdos„
press as the 1964 Bruins who ducted the first part or their
speed trials. Dithrough
went
May 10th.
Noon,
defeated Cazzie Russell and investigation at Aqueduct Tuesplomat Way turned in a fast
Michigan for the National day,
half-mile in :48 and four-fiftns.
title. Walt Hazzard and Gail Joseph H. Wishod and RichJohnny Meaux then
Trainer
Goodrich were the best pair of ard Godosky, both of New York
the exercise boy
down
flagged
ball stealers Wooden h a s made inquires at the track
five furfinished
colt
the
and
coached. Both won All-Ameri- and spoke to racing stewards,
and three-fifths.
1:02
in
longs
can honors and are teammates members of the racing comAsk The Fare went five fur
with the Los Angeles Lakers. mission and reporters.
in 1:02 and twofifths
longs
15
because
press
for
to
"We continue
Ycaza was suspended
out six furlongs in
galloped
and
our records show that we con- days Monday for causing inter1:18.
vert on 80 per cent of our farence aboard Advocator dursteals," Wooden pointed out. log the $83,700 Grey Lag Handi- 25 MAT-1/EICKS(3-6041.
Alcincior's shot blocking aiNiCaicap at Aqueduct last Saturday. sumps)KIM 2 Miugt-GokL
GOAT MILK
allows UCLA to be overly ag- Ve resigned from the Jockeys' out 1IJ6 Five-Gau.c5A4ES
gressive without fear of being guild when he failed to draw WERE PEW:Cs:wen,!Pe mAuRK:t
of babies doing poorly
Mothers
l Sraknoran wn14
hurt too badly when a player support from the organization StiC4AlT17It
on present formula should switch
s
drives for the basket.
and then hired the lawyers to AgoivnteAL... Emmy IS cluolco's
to goat milk. Save money on doc•
16088v HULL WM 13 skr-naurs
for bills and get some sleep.
Wooden revealed that after represent him.
j
19 years at the helm for UCLA Wished and Godsky said they AND MA* FAMIRS la)
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YWCA were present for the ga recently. From left are
ATTEND YWCA CONFAB
YWCA Kentucky- Tennessee Mrs. Nettle Brown, Mrs. Myre
th
m
o
r
f
delegates
Three
Ida Mae
'drab Brown branch of the Conference held in Chattanoe- tle Daniels and Mrs.
Jones, inset.

FREE!

Dykman, 28, administrator,
Union Electric Co., Maryland
Heights, Mo.; Barnes H. Ellis,
27, attorney, Portland, Ore.;
Barbara Currier, 25, Ph. D.
candidate, Columbia University
New York; Joseph Freitas,
WASHINGTON — President gcvernment and to increase Jr., 27, project director, Bay
Johnson has picked 16 new their sense of participation in Area Urban League, San Francisco; Robert B. Huefner, 31,
White House Fellows who will national affairs."
get a first hand view of the The new Fellows, who re- Utah State planning coordinaworkings of the federal govern- ceived certificates from the tor, Salt Lake City; Doris H.
president at a White House Kernes, 24, teaching fellow,
ment.
Harvard University, a native
The fellows will serve a one ceremony, are:
year internship in the top of- Richard E. Balzhiser, 34. Uni- of Rockville Center, New York;
fices of the government. The versity of Michigan professor Peter Krogh, 29, associate
16 were chosen from a field and Mayor Pro Tern, Ann dean of Fletcher School of Law
of 1,000 applicants in a nation- Arbor, Mich.; Betsy Levin, 31, and Diplomacy, Tufts Univerwide search. They will start law clerk, Baltimore, Mr., sity, Endicott Wirth, 27, assiswork in Washington in Septem- John McGinty 31, architect, tant research director, StanHouston, Tex.; Howard N. ford University, W o.o dsid e,
her.
Mr. Johnson inaugurated the Newman, 31, hosrital adminis- Calif.; John E. Havelock, 34,
program in 1964 to give young trator, Philadelphia, Pa.; Ge- former, attorney yeneral of
leaders from various fields rad L. Snyder, 32, investment Alaska, Anchorage, and Donald
in adviser New York; Jan T. A. Furtado, 28, attorney.
experience
level

LBJ Picks 16 New
White House Fellows
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HUMBOLDT NEWS
Rev. W. L. Varnado, retired,the Tennessee Baptist Missio- been on vacation in Hot club met in the home of the
minister of Memphis, filled the nary and Education at the St. Springs for a needed rest. He John Thomases recently, with
pulpit at St. James Baptist Paul Baptist church in Milan, spent a little while at the Re- Miss Enid Sims and Mrs. Cottrelle Thomas as co-hostesses.
church last Sunday, substitu- with Rev. C. W. Gilbert as gional in Milan.
ting for the pastor, Rev. J. T. host pastor. Week before last, Mr. and Mrs. Rozelle Field- The president, Mrs. W. S.
Freeman, who was ill.
Mrs. W. S. Vance and Mrs. er are home from Flint, Mich., Vance opened the meeting with
Those who listened were Freeland, the state president mainly on account of the ill- Mrs. Lena Reid in charge of
filled with inspiration and in- of the women, attended the ness of his mother, Mrs. Altha devotions. The business of seformation as the venerable Middle Regional in Columbia. Fielder, who is better at this lecting the "Yard of the
servant of God preached as Both meetings were very suc- writing, and to see the new month" was discussed but a
only Rev. Varnado can. Here cessful.
home of Mrs. Fielder' smother, decision was made to postpone
is hoping the pastor a speedy Rev..and Mrs. J. B. Outlaw Mrs. Othello Robinson. T h e selection until the end of May.
recovery.
of Dayton are visiting rela- house was recently completed because of the loss of the
A few from here attended the tives here in Humboldt and and occupied.
plaque. A delicious menu was
Regional (Western) session of friends in the area. They have The Gloxinia Art and Garden served by the hostesses.
The High Society Girls Club
celebrated its anniversary at
the Tyler Towers restaurant.
It was a gala night, and the
stars of the club were brilliantly shining. Mrs. Nelda
Williams is advisor.
The citizens of Gibson and
adjoining counties enjoyed a
delightful evening of beauty.
The popular Coca-Cola munity.
charm and grace when the
"Trailer" was n- ade available The C o c a-Cola Company Theta Eta Omega chapter of
for the selling of hot dogs and Trailer was one of the most Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Coca-Cola with all proceeds popular features of the festivi- Inc., presented its first annual
Lincoln Elementary school going to the Goodwill Boys ties following the dedicatory "Rosebud Cotillion" on Friday
celebrated National Library Club for the dedication pro- program. John Arnold, Jr., evening, April 28, at the Polk
local Coca-Cola company rep- Clark School in Milan.
gram.
Week with a series of special
The dedicatory program was resentative, participated in the Debutantes from Rutherford,
features April 16-22, which in- held Sunday, April 23 for the ceremonies.
Polk, Clark, Rosenwald and
cluded movies for all grades, opening of the Goodwill Boys
Rufus Jones, Insurance and Stigall High schools were preand a movie for parents and Club, located at Neptune and Real Estate Executive, served sented in the magnificent gymas chairman of the Boys Dediteachers on Wednesday even- Walker in the former St. Au- catory Program Committee. torium before an elated audience.
gustine Church Building.
ing, with refreshments later.
Sam Qualls Jr., local mortiElijah Pitts, famed star of cian, is president of the Boy's The program began with in
invocation by Rev. Arthur
Parents touring the library the Green Bay Packers . . . Club. Bob Brown,
MOWS ef the Green Bay Packers, who was guest speaker,
freshman David, and greetings by the
A REFRESHING PAUSE — These fear attending the &dada
performing
the
credited
with
Boys'
the
during the week expressed a
line-man from the Green Bay basileus, Mrs. Carrie Seat. The
and Rufus Johnson, realter, and chairman of
tory service of the Geedwdl Boys club reesatly took time
feat of succeeding the widely Packers and of West
Memphis,
Club program committee.
desire fcr their children to
out ter Coca-CApia daring the festivities. Frew left are Bob
known "Golden Boy" of pro- accompanied Pitts on the Mem- Rosette Pledge was repeated b
the junior Rosettes. Narrator
read more, and they congratu- fessional
halfback phis trip. Another team
football,
mate for the program was Mrs.
associated
Hornung,
long
lated the school for its ideal Paul
with Pitts was a former Mem- Ola Mathis.
arrangement of the library. with the gridiron great Pack- phis State football player, now
The charming Rosettes were
ers. . .was the main speaker
The observance w a s cli- for the dedication of the Boys with the Packers, Dave Hath- presented by their fathers, who
cock.
were anxiously waiting the
maxed with a concert on the Club.
the army because of his op- final day by
ATLANTA — Dr. Martin King said, "but I ain't going that," King said.
first dance with their daughtthe
matters
such
Memphis
emphasized
He
to the war.
ers, and who then presented
The congregation, which in- position
State university woodwind quin- as good character, good sports'tither King Jr. Sunday ac- to study war no more."
them to their escorts. The
young man in this tet.
"Every
used President Johnson of The church choir echoed his cluded Stokely Carmichael, in
manship, and clean living. The
music for the evening was furbelieve
who
Tinging Gen. William C. West- sentiment with the well known terrupted King twice with ap- country
grid-man praised
hard-running
nished by Louie Brooks and
ioreland home to quiet dissent hymn, -Down By The Rivet-- plause during his sermon and this war is abominable and On Friday afternoon, stu- Memphis leaders who helped
dents from Sacred Heart school
band from Nashville.
gainst the Vietnam war and side."
gave him a standing ovation unjust should file as a con- explained the process of mak- launch the Boys' club, with
Debutantes
p r esented
King
said.
scientious
objector,"
at
) encourage support for esfor
of
praise
special
word
a
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
ing papier mache figures in the
King equated his stand on when he was finished.
alation of the conflict.
general — The Broward County the Cotillion were Delois Cole,
WDIA'S,
All's
Radio
Station
King
praised
courage
United States policy in Vietaam "There is a very dangerous
achievement emphasis classes.
Betty Burnette, Birdie Reed,
King again urged young men to his previous work in civil development in the nation now and said. "He is giving up Figures on display in the manager and vice-president, Classroom Teachers Associa- Jerlie Williams, Mary
Stewart,
station
da
Ferguson.
The
even
fame.
He
is
Bert
giving up library came
3 file as conscientious ob- rights.
to equate dissent with dishivaifrom the school. nated the first $40,000 for the tion has confirmed that Mrs. Carolyn Crawley, Gwendolyn
millions
of
dollars
in
order
to
?ctors and refuse to fight in
Lula G. Daye is the presity," King said. "This vos
Mrs. Marie Stinson is li- club, and took the lead in in- dent-elect, after beating out Hess, Gloria Yarbrough, Janice
ietnam for the United States, He said those who once clearly pointed out by the stand up for what his con
Beverly, Jo Ann Hortot, and
nonviolent
°for
his
praised
him
venture.
others
in
the
teresting
-hich he described as 'The
two white men in the recent- Betty Gentry.
fact that Gen. Westmoreland science tells him is right." brarian, and Bennie Batts
The venture quickly attract- ly held election.
King said U.S. policy on principal of the school.
reatest purweyor of violence' tactics against segregationists was brought back to this
Also, Rosie Ross, Gladys
such as former Birmingham,
ed the attention of the CocaVietnam was wrong since 1946.
the world today."
Mrs.
Daye
is
an
Penn,
eightMyrtle Champion, Ruth
Ala., P o lice
Commissioner country to develop a sentiment He said the United StaY%
company
of
Bottling
who criticize for his Vietnem Cola
The United States is on the Eugene (Bull) Conner and and concensus for the further
long year veteran in the Brpward Dawson, Margaret Whitfield,
has
a
which
Memphis,
supported
the
French
colonists
posture apparently never unrong side of the revolutionary former Selma, Ala., Sheriff escalation o fthe war and to
established record for joining schools and was a leader in Willa Donald, Shirley Ellison,
in Indo-China
rather than derstoon him. He said
iovement of oppressed people Jim Clark now denounce him further silence dissent."
first in civic ventures designed to the old Florida State Teach- Brenda Burnett, Sheila Bookindependence leader Ho Chi of all he is a
iroughout the world, King "When I preach nonviolence The
minister of God. promote better citizenship and ers Association (Negro) which er, Helen Bardwell and Anna
Prize
Nobel Peace
iid from the pulpit of his against little brown Vietnamese winner praised Heavyweight Minh. King said when France He added that when he won the
M. Watkins.
harmonious living in the corn- disbanded last year.
lost
its
war
against
Ho
the
U.S.
benezer Baptist Church.
Champion Muhammad Ali for selected one dictator after 1964 Nobel Peace Prize "It was
women and children.
"I don't know about you," "There is something wrong in refusing to be inducted into another to prevent Ho from be- a mission to work harder for LOCAL CHEMICAL COMPANY Needs
peace."
inexperienced High School Graduates
coming bead of a united Vietor equivalent education for Production
Working Conditions. Age
nam.
King said he is a pacifist, Work. GoodCall
363-4340
"Elections would surely nave but added that "I believe I 21 to 40.
FOlit SALE
brought to power Ho Chi Minh probably would have tempo- Extra Large Men Clothes. Children
and Ladies wear. Drapes and Spreads
over a united Vietnam," he rarily sacrificed my pacifism" 1773
BR 5-4974
N. Parkway.
said.
during World War II "because
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
King said persons friendly Hitler was such an evil force
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
SUITS
to his civil rights movement in history."
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NEWSBOYS'

NOTICE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE,
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to yea weekly. I
YOUR NAME

Mother's use.

Address
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Temieseei
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:

RCA TiAte color tube with Perrne-Chrorrie Sum.
plified color-quick tuning 25,000 volt picture
power RCA solid copper cecuits

BLACK
ALLIGATOR
Print; Brown
Combination;
SIZES 6 to 10

ORDER BY PHONE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
These Are The LOAFERS, You Have
Been Waiting For, With Prices
Fitting Everyone's Pocket.Carrying
You Into SPRING & SUMMER

NOW 4 STORES . .. OPEN

'TIL 9 P.M.

.FREE.PARKING

30 South Main Street
525-1931

ALE\ANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 ell,rtgt.6r)
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
5264940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m.. 12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vona,
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRWE414
3199 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestisnis
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324.9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avestue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Melesearer
J. H. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE.114 GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park AVOrt J.
452.3101

Speedy Delivery

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Moors 8 Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Volienti ne
272-3112
F•tie Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
1/2 S.Iveroge
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town News.
PaPwr

N. Main

526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1 712

Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG z2
209 Reel*
PROSPECT RE XALL
2243 S. Bellevue blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
205 Caruso
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
4295. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531
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SILVER STAR
DRIVE.IN GROCERY
178W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLeimona
948.4576
Pres. & Del. Stevie*
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525.8811 .. 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Servioe
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE' A SUNDRY
303 Vance
WIC'S St/HOMES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. Nkleasere
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Mosperinvis
Fienn All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-.9920
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